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Wilcox Cites Refl,sQns -For
Impl~menting

\!

By PAT DECKER
"People have to learn to respond to
each other on a human level." In these
· words, Mr: Preston Wilcox, Chairman
of the National Association for AfricanAmerican Education, summarized the
importance of education in America
foday.
Speaking on the- role of Black
Studies and the Blaclc Educator in
American schools, Mr. Wilcox opened
by stating that "in order to. understand
the movement toward Black Studies,
one 111ust understand that society is
racist."
In 'evidence, he asserted that most
whites never have to compete with
blacks: He also .observed that, while
there are. two separate school systems in
many areas, for the most part, both are
controlled by whites.
Furthermore, he declared that there
-has been a deliberate miseducation of
black people in order to make them feel
inferior. "Black people reject these
educational systems because they are
destructive to them· as human beings,"
he continued. In addition, he cited the
current. youth movement in America as
a m'anifestation of the general
dissatisfaction with this type of
education.
the
As a basis for resolution of
current problems, Mr. Wilcox stated

Black Studies

that there must be a redefinition of most history books used in schools
fundamental concepts. "Men are not have taken a white supremist view point·
human just because they exist, . but by avoiding a discussion of the
humanity has to be confirmed. The achievements of black people.
whole context of this country is being
Iii reference to education in general,
questioned by people defining Mr. Wilcox discerned the purpose of
themselves in their own terms, and this education as that of producing
country will never be human .until all educated men, capable of thinking,
those who are oppressed assert feeling, and acting for themselves. He
themselves.',.
said that, when one views existing
Tur~ing specifically to the subject of educational systems in this light, "if you
Black Studies, Mr. Wilcox observed aren't angry, you aren't human." He
that Black Studies have grown out of a indicated several particular areas where
need to tleal with racism. He listed three major changes .-must be realized.
major reasons why black students . Among these were the realm of
desire - the' implementation of Black educational decision-making and that
'studies programs.
of the evaluation of student's
"First of all, these black students performance.
don't want to be "integrated" into the
He stressed . the fact that black
racist institutions." Here, he defined people want to make their own
integt'ation as blacks becoming like;; decisions, citing the effectiveness of
whites and being controlled by whites.
community-run schools in New York
Secondly, he emphasized that the and Washington, D.C. Then, he
black student wants to become involved discussed the importance of developing
in the literation of the black masses; new criteria for accurately determining
. that is, the black student wishes to use
student's abilities, pointing out the
his education as a tool to aid the black inequities in many of the present
community and not .as an escape methods.
mechanism.
In response to questions raised by
Finally, Mr. Wilcox stated that the the audience, Mr. Wilcox stated that he
black student feels that he has the right felt that Black Studies, by their nature,
to know the truth about his own are. designed primarily for black
history. He pointed out that up,to now students. While he did not exclude the
possibility' of white students being
enrolled in Black Studies courses, he
declared that white participation in a
Black Studies program must necessarily
~Jude involvement in the situation as
well as study of it.

a

·~End of August at the Hotel Ozone"
Theater.

In summary, Mr. Wilcox, stressed
cannot become an tlie fact that the struggle today is
without
becoming education itself and it is education of
~:J~~~:~~ e!llpty" and "morally the individual which will determine the
impotent." Exemplifying this premise, direction .of all future black and white
he gave examples . from American relations.
history of Patrick Henry, who owned
slaves and yet is famous for his oration
"Give me liberty or give me death," and
of the Pilgrims who "wrote the first
page of genocide" in their treatmen~ of
Indians.
The "security of silence," said Rev.
Moss, isa black theme of the past: "The By"P~GGY G~IFFlN
.
,
Mmd pollution, the black people_s
things that grandparents would not,
deal with, grandchildren will force the majo~ dom~stic problem," was the topic
nation and the world to come to grips of discussion for Latham Johnso~,
with.'' Again referring to the Bible, Assistant Dean of Stud\:nts, Bra?deis
Rev. Moss justified civil disobedience. University, :-Vho addressed an a,udience
He found the existence of Moses to be of approximately fifty people on
based on the fact that. "his mother had Friday, February 13 in the XU Theater.
the audacity to practice civil
As a major speaker in the Black
disobedience" and said that whenever Culture Weck program, Mr. Johnson
there is a conflict between life and the stated ·"There are the controllers and
law, the Jaw is wrong. Rev. Moss the c~ntrolled, the op;ressors and the
concluded his speech by saying that the oppressed, and we black folks have
message of the black man today is, "I been controlled by the white masses
am somebody." The black American with their Anglo Conformity Doctrine
represents the "child of the future and long enough."
the rebel of the present."
Johns~n contended that there exists
a governing class, comprised of less
than one percent of the total U.S.
population, which rules America controls its land and wealth, dictates all
international and intranational policy,
and controls the American news
medium. "These governing people, by
controlling the news to their advantage
and by misinforming us, are using us as
mechanisms to carry out their wishes.
Our minds have been polluted by this
misinformation, and mind pollution is
more devastating to our community
than any other form of polluti?n."
.
Johnson stated that Ame·ncan white
groups, as Jews, or Germans, or Irish,
or Italians "have been able to conform
to this oppression as.a way of ·h'fe, wit. h
its pretense of morality, and charity,
and goodness -- 'this is the Anglo
Conformity Doctrine." But. Johnson
added, the black men, who have been
·oppressed even by the white masses,
have not conformed and will ·not
to be presented February Ho-Ill in X ll conform.
civilization

On Monday · evening of Black
Awareness Week Rev. Otis Moss
addressed a meager University audience
- on the topic of "The Black Movement,
Then and Now." Rev. Moss is pastor of
the Mt. Zion Baptist Church,
Lockland, Ohio, district leader of the
SCLC and nationally famous for his
leadership and 'organization of the
Boyston Federated Dept. Stor~ ..
. Rev. Moss opened the'topic with a
consideration of slave trade and its
impact on western theology, economics
and philosophy. Rev. Moss called slave
trade "genocide" suitable in scope to
serve as "guidelines for Hitler" al}d saw
in the western world three reactions:
either there was action taken against
slavery, apathy, or cooperation with it.
The western churches, said Rev. Moss,
were rendered "impotent" by their
attempts at biblical justification of
slavery, recalling the biblical story of
Ham, the bad son of Noah, who
became the '.'father" of the Negroid
race. Christianity accepted slavery and
committed "institutional suicide."
Rev. Moss stated further that a

·
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Rev. Moes_. Tra.ces .History·
of US Black Movement
By LARRY WALTERS

18. 1970

ur. James Turner after speaking on Black Students'
Theater.

Perspectiv~s

at XU

Turner Calls for Cultural
Investigation of Black Man
By TIM KIKTA'
education," reflecting upon .what he, as
On Friday evening, February 13, in a Black person, realiy 'is;. and what
the Xavier University Theatre, Dr. responsibilities he has·: "."toward _the
James Turner, director of the "oppressed people" whose·pr.oduct he is.
Africanna Studies and Research Center
Citing the process referred to ·by
at Cornell University, spoke before a Alex de Toqueville 'as "the · mass
turnout of about 50 people concerning manipulation of the minds of a whole
"The Changing Perspectives of .Black people," Dr. Turner .stated that, from
Students."
the time that the Black man was first
- Dr. !urner, :-Vho w~s raised in ~ew. brought to America and enslaved, his
York City, received his ·undergraduate "black soul has been whitewashed.''
degree from Michigan, and did ~is Although Black people had their own
gr_aduate work at No:th~~stern, ~aid· ·'legitimate mediums of communication,
~hat one ?f the most .s1gmf1cant th1?gs their own legitimate culture, American
m America today 1s the changmg education socialized them into
attitud~ of the Black stud~nt toward adopting white· mediums, into
education. Whereas education for the attempting to identify with aspects of
Black person in the past has served to white culture. In this way the Black
produce a "gentile colored class" that man gradually lost his sense of
would .act as a buffer between white historical lineage and thereby Jost his
people and the colored masses, the sense of identity.
Black student today is beginning to
Dr. Turner referred to what he
realize that he must "struggle with
considered to be commonly held
fallacies concerning the Black man. He
asserted that devious practices are as
prevalent among White people as they
are among Black people. He mentioned
the strong sense of community
oppression the black people as a group responsibility found in a typical Black
have never had an opportunity to ghetto area, despite alleged "motherdevelop themselves, their own centered homes.'' And he spoke of the
resources, and talents enough in the many intellectual achievements of
past to give themselves an identity. But Black people which have been
today they are striving to control their overlooked by both Blacks and Whites
own black communities, to elect their in the wake of the cultural
own black leaders, and have blacks whitewashing. Firially he attempted to
shape the future of the black people as a dispell the idea that there could be such
a thing as "a second class citizen," the
group.
(Continued 011 pagc'3)
Mr. Johnson stated he was "more
concerned with building up an
org;rnized,
self-sufffcient
black
community than with interaction
between whites and blacks.'' He said,
"''Afro-American studies on a whiteBy MIKE MEYERS
controlled campus have no meaning to
Mal Uoode, ABC news corresponme. This is not close enough to the eye dant to the U.N., spoke last Tuesday
of the struggle. What we need to do is afternoon in the XU theater on the
take Black Studies off the white campus "News Media and Black People." Dr.
and move it into the black areas so that · Greene, a resident of Cincinnati and
it will help the people it was created for. past president of the NAACP, made the
If the white man wants to find out introductions.
where he has failed the black man, let
Mr. Goode prefaced his talk, "I
him develop a White Studies program
came not to quarrel or fight with
for some self-evaluation."
anybody but with the hope that I can
Johnson added, "We don't want the inspin;_young people, black and white,
white man's help in our community. If to help this country "to live up to its
we want it, we'll ask for it." He felt that
commitment of 200 years ago, which it
' the white man could do his part by
must do if it is to survive."
preaching equality in the white
Mr. Goode, who is a graduate of the
't
d
"b
d
t'
tli
·
d
comm um y an
ye uca mg e mm University of Pittsburgh and worked in
polluted whites to the evils of the
the steel mills 15 years, came to ABC
oppressors."
after working for the Pittsburgh
own
"Right now we arc concerned with Courier and doing his
building up a black community by commentator show there.
blacks. And if we have to bump up
He asked, "How often do you sec in
against The System lo ckpollute our the newspaper or hear on the radio
minds. we will. The problem must be 'John Brown. colored, involl'cd in a
faced now. Either the black man wins murder.' But if ii's a heroic act or
or he dies; it's either extermination or something good, no mention of race· is
(Co111i1111ed 011 page·/)
equality."

Johnson Hits Conformity,

'Mind Pollution' of Blacks

Johnson stated that because of this

Goode Knocks
News Media
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Lack of Awareness
The Afro•AmericaIL Student Association presented Xavier
University with a week of Black Awareness, but almost all
members· of the community failued to open themselves to the
opinions of speakers representative of contemporary black
thought in America. It appears that most students and faculty
..members were not interested in developing some in-depth
knowledge concerning the plight of the black man in America.
Most students, however, tend to possess only a superficial view
with regard to many of America's social problems, and have
become so soaked iq this level of thought that they . are not
ooncerned about furthering their knowledge.
Because of the efforts of civil rights workers and the news
media to alert society to contemporary black issues and
problems, it is almost impossible not to have become somewhat
aware of the social rumblings in black America. Because of this
emphasis, "black conscio_usness" ·has been a mere conversation
piece for many whites, and now that. the fad is dying, authentic
concern has failed to develop in the thinking of most white
American citizens.
This situation is also representative of the feelings of many
Xavier students. Many of these students contend that "blacks are
rushing things," or "they are too radical in their demands on
whites." Maybe Xavier students are totally aware of black
problems and further information will be repetitious. Maybe our
students and faculty know the solutions to the problems and find
it insulting to be lectured at concerning black awareness. Or is
Xavier like the rest of America, · basically unaware and
unconcerned about blacks? Maybe Xavier is not interested in
searching for possible solutions to its own unwillingness to
become deeply and thoroughly concerned with contemporary
American problems.
If Xavier is a microcos111 of the rest of Ameriea, a great deal
of work is needed to fill the void between existing superficial
understanding of black culture and a detailed knowledge in
regard to this problem. If Xavier is to call itself an institution of
higher learning, it must search for solutions to contemporary
American prol;>_lem§· of which black awareness is one. At this
point Xavier has failed to become truly aware of black issues.
7WFB

Hurry Up

I.

; '

Letters

until I :00 p.m., Sunday through .Perhaps the folly of Ken and the others
Thursday, with full lending privileges who put the program together, was to
includ~d.
believe that the white people .. on a
5. Greater concern for students' Catholic university campus · really
comforts and privileges should be ·wanted to find out something about the
present. This includes smoking and struggle of the blacks. Why use the
•s\llick facilities, a relaxation of the dress word folly? Because that is what it was,
~n restrictions, and the opening of the since ·not too many people bothered to
veranda in the back of the library.
come to hear some of the most
.articulate speakers this campus has
John Coyne
been host to.
PankGoulet

Our Library
·H l
Needs e r

Dear Editor:
Gregory Adamski
We feel that; on a priority level, the
McDonald Memorial Library ranks as ·
Thomas Bambrick
Thomas Collins ·
the foremost area of concern here at
Xavier University. As a source of
Drew McLandrich
intellectual benefits and information,
and as a stimulus to educational
development, our library is little more
~
_
"than a joke. Ask any student what he
/
thinks of the library and the likely
response will be a laugh. Or maybe a
•
wry comment on the fact that Xavier's.
·
· library, while sorely lacking in .the Dear Bill:
availability of contemporary works in
"Whitey, Get Off Your Ass'', at this
such areas as philosophy and the point in' Black Week, I am more than a
sciences, nevertheless faithfully presents little surprised that the Afro-American
such literary gems as "Popular. Association of Xavier University is not
Mechanics" and "Aviation Weekly" for yelling this slogan all over campus.
the students'' reading enjoyment and_. Right now, maybe they should be.
knowiedge.
Ken Bla-::kwell and his. "raving

Any·one· Care·
tO

. ' I am afraid that no one segment of
the Xavier community adequately
represented themselves at" any one
portion · of the program, except
perhaps, the black students themselves.
The.~esuit comm~nity continued their
tradition of bemg absent from
progi:ams sponsored by students.
Faculty members seemed even m!>re .
absent than usual (the few that were
there were the ones that always are, and
yet somehow find the time to be the
. best professors). The student body,
perhaps the biggest disappointment to
the · blacks; failed to attend in any
si'gnificant numbers. Even Student
Council'members, who readily put over
a thousand. dollars into the program,
could not find time in their busy
schedules to attend en masse. ·

Jo' f,•R?

Time is rui:iriihg out. If Xavier is going to present a first rate
"Day o(Awareness: The Environment" this coming April 22, the
spadework for the program niust begin immediately.
Nationwide,. universities and public interest groups will soon
Perhaps, at a college. where the A.A.A." (as_one letter to the editor put
be in cut throat competition for expert speakers in a field ·that is
One of the points that speakers
yet new. Recogniz.ing the challenge, neighborhing Thomas annual migration to the Kentucky it in the last is5uc) constructed one of
Derby exceeds the total number of the finest programs this university has continually emphasized ·was that the
More's publication, The Utopian, has suggested a program of students present at the various lectures i.een in a long time. A program that was whites must get themselves together.
four way cooperation between Edgecliff, the Mount, Xavier and and discussions during Black Week, it designed to create some awareness· Too bad not many whites heard this.
TMC. Each school would concentrate on one field.
is fitting that the library should be an among our white community as to the Maybe we never will. That is, not until
mis-managed blight _on problems the black man is facing in our . the black man starts doing much, much
This proposal has definite merits. Council might be well understaffed,
the educational growth of the · society. Certainly the program was more than· simply yelling Whitey, Get
rewarded if it chose a committee to investigate further.
university. If it is a matter of lack of aimed at helping to develop a sense of Off Your Ass.
Peace,
Splurges in other campus newspapers indicate dramatically funds, as some say, then we question black togetherness and black pride in
Tim Burke
what is at stake. "People are pollution," reads one head in a the wisdom of having athletics as an. their history and culture, but any white
apparent priority, not only from. the in attendance had much to gain. ·
Student Body President
recent Kent State issue. Others include: ~·world's future is point of view of student and alumni
chaos," "Ohio is pigpen," and "Man to be squeezed out?"
interest, and concern, but also in
Kent State is planning a series of two hour classes on the respect to the athletic program's Classical Notes
environment and a Think Week, April 20-24. A speakers forum relative position in the school budget.
We feel that it is' ~~cessary 'to make
is slated.
everyone in the .Xavier community
Ohio State's Lantern (Feb. 3) features this Forum thought aware of the need for immediate action
The Cincinnati Public -Library ·as
provoker-"Thought Solutions Are Few," penned by Paul A. in r~medyirfg 'this situ'ation, in .order to . If classical music is your bag, there
well as Xavier's own library (3rd floor)
Colinvaux, · Associate Professor . of Population and place the library in"the ·position. which.it is ample opportunity here in Cinc;innati have
many classical albums for
should rightfully hold;namely, that of a· to indulge in it. Cincinnati is the borne
Environmental Biology.
catalyst.
toward.'
intellectual of the fifth· oldest symphony orc!Jestra listening.
"Complex, Long Term Approach Needed," warns another development and a center of study and in the United States.
Symphonies are presented every
For the week of February 18
article on the same page. "Running Scared" and "We, The learning on the campus.
Therefore,
we
list
the
·following
week
in
Friday-Saturday
or
Saturdaythrough
25:
Ordinary People" headline letters by two students, obviously
necess~y
steps which must be taken to Sunday pairs and feature many
worried by the environment issue.
·unprove the McDonald Library. we renowned soloists and conductors (such 'David Oistrakh, the noted Soviet
·
as Yehudi Menuhin, Lili. Kraus, Isaac violinist, will appear with the CSO
And,-well the list goes on and on, in paper after paper. wis· h to . stress the "1act t h at, m
our
opinion,
these
improvements
and
Stern and Roberta Peters). Keep in under the direction of Max Rudolph on
Other schools are at work. Council will do well to bear down on
its initia~ proposals to the university. Much depends on early changes must be attended to and mind that first-floor seats can be Fri_day, February 20.

WCXU 600 Khz

implemented as soon as possible, even purchased for $1.SO with a YFA card
if this means bypassing the usual (YoungFriendsoftheArts).
channels of authority . and the
Pro-musica, a local chamber
administrational structure of 'the ensemble,
offer
performances
.university.
throughout the year at Xavier. Roy
I. The
University
Library Christensen, the first cellist for the
Committee sho'uld be given the power 'Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
to implement· its own decisions, as these (CSO), had a concert here earlier in the
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ............•...................... William F. Barko
MANAGING EDITOR .................................. Denis F. Walsh ·are determined by the consensus of year. The University of Cincinnati
opinio·n of the committee itself.
College-Conservatory of Music has
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ............. Greg Boehm, Gary Reed; Joe Cormier
2. Immediate a'btion should be numerous ensembles which give free
SPORTS EDITOR ....................................... Jack Murray
lAYOUT EDITOR .... ; ................................... Dan Costello
taken to make available to students the concerts.
CIRCUJA.~ION MANAGER ........................... Paul McLaughlin
more than 50,000 volumes presently in
There are several radio stations
COLUMNISTS ............•...................• Mark Meany, Dan Kane
storage.
which
offer
classical
music
PHOTOGRAPHERS .............. Mike Hipskind, John Payne, John Miller
3. A orogram of interchangeable programs: WGUC-FM, WEBN-FM,
REPORTERS ..... Patrick Decker, Peggy Griffin, Bob Hyle, Steve Goodman,
library rights between the five WKRC-FM, WLW-AM, and WCXU.
John Price, Joe Oyr.o, Chuck Quinn, Denny King
Cincinnati area colleges should ·be Every Sunday, from 12:00 to 3:00 p.nl.,
CARTOONISTS ....................... Linda Bcrkemier, J. n. McGettigan
established.
. ,
WCXU presents "Symphony for a
f\.;IODERATOR ..... : ... ~ ........ ·: ................. -. ...... : .. John Getz,
I 4.
The i\bilirY'~!i~fil~ rcnla\~:~r.e1\' ~~14;,~,fiff¢'r~o~n:·; ~ :- -~ .. ' "' '. '
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· On Saturday, February 21 and
Sunday, February 22, the Cincinnati
Ballet Company will perform with the
CSO, under the direction of Carmon.
De Leone, the assistant conductor.
. Bolero will be one of the featured
numbers on "Symphony for a Sunday
Afternoon" Sunday, February 22.
Vincent Tucker
Nicholas Russo

wcxu
3:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Sunday-Saturday
3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Easy Listening
6:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Top 40
10:00 1p:ri.--J;OP,!\·\Il; •• , . .
•• ,
Progr'(lssi.i,:,e, -!~Pf~·••••• ._,.-..·.>.~·
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Psych- Center Considers New· Program
By JOHN .DOROCAK ,
· "If a population is normal, one out
of every ten persons. will have some
severe behavioral .problem which will
incapacitate him," said Dr. Ear.I J.
·Kronenberger, psychologist-director of
the Xavier University Psychological
Services Center. Dr. Kronenberger was
. explaini~g the conditions which ~ake it
.
.
advisable for the center to eiitablish
· offices in the dorms manned two .or
· three nights a week by· full-time
psychologists. This arrangement he
· . called a "satellite program" - an
attempt to come even closer to Xavier
students.

Dr. Kronenberger discussed the
unique situation that Xavier created by
bringing the people of the psychological
services into an intimate contact with
.
.
·
the university. ')We run a combined
academic-professionai service in that
every person who is a psychologist is a
pait of the teaching faculty and most of
us are full-time professors," he
explained. Through this "combined
academic-professional service" the staff
of the center seeks a "total commitment
to Xavier."
Because of this commitment, Dr.
Kronenberger
asserted,
the
psychological · services department is
seeking to establish a satellite program
- The approach is one of, "If the

department "is equipped to handle enhance the role of other persons
beha.vior problems in variety of areas exercising authority.
such as: the selection of a field of study,
In light of present dorm-resident
school or an occupatii>n; measurement policy, reaction is somewhat favorable.
of aptitudes, interests, abilities, etc.; A hall adviser who wished to remain
f:i-ilures in school ·or. at work; difficulties · unidentified said, "The point is whether
in reading; personal problems.".
ornot a person gets help."
Why, . then do pi:ople of the
'He. admitted· the limitations of his
.
·
psychological.. services thmk it .advisable . own· and· others'
.qualifiqltions
in the'
.
·
to offer their help in the .dorms? "To pn:~ent . policy and ·welcomed the
help to · make arrangements" for possi6illtY of more professional aid. He
meetings at the center and "to help in a· characterized the· establishment of a·
crisis at the moment" where a 'pressure prdi.ra.rri which would utilize all the aid·
dpoint has suddenly been reached at the possible "smart thinking."

DUFF'S

a

orm.
Dr. Kronenberger explained the
success of such a program .at a Florida
university girl's dorm which served'
almost as a model for Xavier's early
thought on the proposal.

·How will the student react? Judging
by the past .use of the center by students
on campus, the psychologist and hall
adviser concurred that the students
seem to have no adverse feelings.
d
d h
Yet, a stu ent commente w en
informed of the possible satellite
program,. ·"The approach ' is too
professional; I think there should be a
stronger, concentration bn the faculty
mem.bers; who often have an adequate
first-hand understanding of students
and their problems."

Presently; the thoughts on such a·
program, said Dr. Kronenberger, are in
only the earliest stages at . Xavier.
"There are many kinks (office hours,
faculty and tools, finances) · . · . and
· the program is hard to implement."
The program of satellite service is
only a thought now, btit ·could solile
day become a reality. But then, the
psychological services might seem "an ..
.
outside threat" to hall advisers and· ·
(Continued/rom page 1)
Jesuit residents.
.
..
idea that 'there is no reai cultural
b t
Bl k
d Wh"t
The two groups that compnse the 'dif~ .
1.~:·
student needs us, we're here to help." backbone of-the present system "would . er{i°ce t~ wee; :~ : -~~
Dr. Kronenberger. further explained,,
I' h h do not alwa s have the as we . as . e no ion . a 1 is poss1 .e
"We attempt to provide the student rea ize t at t ey
~ · ··
to ever completely stnp a person of his
tools," Dr. Kronenberger beheves. "Vl_e culture. Even. when the Black man loses
their .
·. .. .
.
.
with an experience so that he can be the would only supplement
person he wants to be in relation to the
·
·
··
his sense .of· what he culturally 1s, his
role. · · We :woul~ h~pe to set up ~ culture ever remains a part of him.
<femands placed by society. There are ·different relationship with the student.
no attempts to change his basic self. He drew "the analogy of Mrs. McGrath
Lastly Dr. Turne.r turned to
placing a nurse in every dorm "to the ~du~ti~n, which he .said. was. an
Rather, we seek his development."
Accotding to a pamphlet of the Center's placing psychologists there - mstltutlon of perpetuation m soe1ety.
Center relatin!? its services, this . the immediate professional help would Education by itself does not change
anything. · Personal commitment, selfdiscipline, and togeth,erness are what
change things. He urged· the Black
student to learn to think critically,
because it is not the facts, but the
interpretations of the facts·!. that is . '
iniportant. Said Dr. Turner, "As an
At the Student Council meeting on · programs for all the students. Some of educator in· a situation of oppression,
February fifth, a motion was unani- the ideas for the festival now enter- one is either liberator or an oppressor."
mously approved that an arts festival tained are: a chalk drawing contest on The Black student must find out what
be part of the program for Spring the main sidewalk as well as dorm and the Black person's needs are, by .way of
Weekend and Parents Weekend. This club competition.
learning what the Qlack man culturally ·
festival, co-sponsored by the Student
A festival of such scope is a first is, Then he must learn what he can do
Council and Young Friends of the Arts, in Xavier history. The present project about these needs, by way of also
would allow the student body to parti- committee wants ideas concerning: learning about 'the oppressors.
cipate with artists from· the Cincinnati the number of exhibits, who should be
·community in a program of Fine Arts. invited, possible speakers, prizes,
The program will center around an ex- special events, the display set-up,. . .
hibition of various art forms by stu- the arts festival in general. If you have
dent artists throughout the mall area · an idea, send it to the Student Council
of the X.U. campus.
offi~e or get. a hold of Dick Grzenda,
It is' hoped that such an event will Apt. 12, 2622 Victory Pkwy., Phone:
increase the enjoyment of the weekend 751-5214~
·

BJa c k s

XU Presents Arts Festival

Speak Week

February
"War and its Implications"
19 Major Virgil Duerson
Theatre
2:30 p.m.
Military· Science
Xavier Un~versjty
- "The Necessity of Being a
23
Rev. Brian Connoliy
Person"-Theatre 1:30 p.m.
English
Xavier University
"Management-Labor Rela24
Dr. Lawrench Donnelly
tions Present Developments
Economics-Finance Ch.
-a· cancer or an antid~te"
Xavier University
Grill
2:30 p.m.

14-f( the rnosf

eajoyable fade
in beer foday I
Pure graiti flavor that never quits.

335 Calhoun Street
861-8345
RaHy Muskies and
Get the, Spirit

. TG IF
Every Fr,day afternoon
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Discount Price
NO ADMISSION
ON FRI. 8r. SAT.
BEFORE 8 P.M.

DANCING TIL 2:30 A.M.

FEATURING

ALLEN BY

Now 1s

the time
•.. to talk to a growth company
recognized as the leader in
its field throughout the world ..

HOBART
The Hobart Manufacturing Company, with World
Headquarters in Troy, Ohio,, is the world's largest
manufacturer of food, bakery, kitchen and dishwashing machines, computing and industrial scales,
food service refrigeration systems, and KitchenAid
appliances and electric housewares. The company
is one of the Top 500 industrial corporations in
America, with 30 manufacturing plants around the
globe. Innovative product design and high quality
standards have earned Hobart a worldwide reputation for integrity.
A personnel specialist from Hobart will be interviewing on campus

March 3, 1970
for prospective graduates in

Accounting
Hobart believes its greatest asset is people ...
whether they are located in Troy, Ohio, or the Black
Forest in Germany. Career opportunities provide
advancement through personal achievement and
, the. company's steady corpor~te growth.
.,, ,
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Pa11 Four

5HUDbU·P

Jlousing,
Spirit/

MS.Gui Re:
ANt> S'T

t>OwNf

by JACK MURRAY, Sports Ed_itor
AS ALWAYS, XAVIER NEVER GAVE UP. With 12:55 left, the
· Musketeers trailed Villanova, 70-51, Sunday. The Muskies put on a rush to close
the gap to 71-61 on a Don Darby tip-in. The pit roared approval.· ·

-

.

.

.

But the Wildcats' Howard Porter ended any upset hopes by sinking five of
VU's next six baskets, putting them ahead, 83-66. Villanova went on to win by 9679, and Porter l~d all scorers with 34. Although hus_tling, Don Darby, Steve
Poppe and Rusty Blossom, each around 6 feet 5 inches, cannot combat the likes
of a 6-8 pivotman. And certainly not a superstar like Porter. Jerry Helmers, a
forward, was forced to guard Porter. He did it valiantly_ but unsuccessfully.
· "If they had the big stud in there," said Wildcat coach Jack Kraft; "it might be

a' different story for them. They have good shooters, and they are in ther fighting
all the way."

·•

•

•

WHEN 6-!J FRESHMAN Bob Fullarton joins the varsity next season, that
center position will be filled. He is presently leading the Little Muskies in scoring
(17.7) aild in rebounding (16). "They are being out-physicaled," said Kraft. "Next
'
year they will surprise a few people."
This year, though, the story h·as been, not only the never-give-up spirit of the
Muskies, but the enthusiastic backing of the fans, especially the students.
Despite.a 5-15 record, the pit has roared itself hoarse, recently employing a
new wrinkle. They have been giving a standing 0 while the opponent shoots his
free throw. When applied forcibly enough, the opposition has missed over 80% of
their shots.
XU's George Krajack doesn't object to this tactic, for "we need all the help we
can get." Canisius coach Bob McKinnon said, "It was unusual,'' after his team
•
·
lost to the Muskies, 76-69, last week.

Frosh Meet UC In Prelim

Al McGuire Show Monday
by JACK MURRAY
Sports Editor

shaking his fist.
"What are you yelling about?"
Get the razz-berries ready, Big Al is asked his assistant.
coming to town.
"Nothing," said McGuire. "I just
Big Al, of course, is Al McGuire. He want to get the students fired. up."
is coach of the Marquette Warriors,
Also there. was the time he caused
who meet the Xavier Musketeers 8 p.m. Kentucky's Adolph Rupp some
Monday at Schmidt Field House.
embarrassment. It:.was .. mi_n'\ltes befor~
McGuire has always been known tCI Marquette. was to meet ·UK in an
NCAA regional contest two years ago.
pull some antics wherever he goes.
McGuire protested· the way the benches
A noted McGuiie-is11_1 .was the time,
during a lull in a game, ·~I jumped from were positioned. NCAA rules say that
benches must be on the s,ide of the court
his chair .~nd started · shouting and
instead .of like the way there are in
Lexington-at the end of the court.
McGuire threatened to take his team
off the court.
McGuire's act wasn't good enough

5th Decade

Team
Frosh Cash
Announced

Six players were named to the alldecade team at Xavier University
covering the 1960-1969 period. These
players will join others previously
announced on March 4 when Xavier
plays host to Miami of Ohio and will
then be inducted into the Xavier
University Basketball Hall of Fame.
Those named included Steve
Thomas, the school's all-time scoring
leader; Bob Pelkington, who in his
junior and senior seasons led the .nation
in rebounding; three time MVP Bob
Quick now with the Detroit Pistons;
Luther Rackley of the Cincinnati
Royals; and two of the all-time scoring
leaders, Jack Thobe and Bill Kirvin.·
The 1962-63 Xavier team won the
Catholic
College
National
Championship at Louisville, Ky.
Hank Stein, who co-captained
Xavier's 1959 basketball team, was
inadvertently omitted from the recent
all-decade team named by the
university.

though, for his team played and got
bombed by Rupp's men.
But who can forget the Muskie 8883 overtime victory over the Warriors
two years ago. McGuire, shaking hands
with XU mentor George Krajack,
somehow escaped the jubilant XU
student mob and made it to the locker
room. His players sat on the bench until
the celebration ended.
Earlier this season Marquette beat
XU, 82-73, in Milwaukee. Dean
Meminger, the Warrior star, was
contained in the first meeting, scoring
onlyJO points.
In the prelim game, Xavier's
freshman.try to avenge an 86-83 loss at
the hands of UC's Little Beatcats. That
game starts at 6 p.m.

I~

Against NCR

by DENNY KING
almost got.
h · I Ii Id
.h
d I Ii
Following a tremendous win over
W't secon s e t a tee ruca ou
NCR )national Cash -Register) by the was called on Xavier after a dispute on
score of 98-66, the frosh team dropped a pass to Bob Petroski, which the
their next two games bowing to referee said was caught out of bounds.
Transylvania 84-83, and the University With 12 seconds remaining the Muskies
scrambled down the floor hoping to rid
of Cincinnati, 86-83.
The frosh had no trouble defeating. themselves of a one: point deficit. The
NCR, the only AAU team on their shot was off as were a.few att1:mpted tip
schedule. NCR was only shooting 30 ins but they were· stopped right there,
percent ftom the floor and handed the 84-S4.
ball over to the Muskies 20 times. The~
Muskies played brilliantly in the last ·
few minutes, accounting for the 32
point edge. "That was more like it,''
replied coach Lynch after the contest.
The frosh were in for some
disappointment, however, when they
met Transylvania· 1ater in the week. It
was a scrappy game . to the end,
including two technical fouls against .
Xavier in the second half. The Muskies ,
were leading at the half by seven but
with 1:43. li:ft found themselves in need _
of a quick eleven points, which they;

Investigation Proposed

The Yale controversy involved basketball player, Jack Langer, who
participated in a tournament at the Maccabiad Games in· Israel last summer,
although the tournament was not sanctioned by the NCAA.
Langer was declared ineligible for NCAA c'ompetition but Yale defied the
ban and allowed Langer to compete on the varsity team, resulting in .Yale's
pr.obation.

*

"There should be _no artificial noisemakers; nothing outside of vocal· chords.
Our Palestra is noisy; so is this place (Schmidt Field House}, and this is good."
Schmidt is one of the last bastions of students who are close to the action,
right on the floor almost. Most universities play in giant arenas, where. most
sound is absorbed.
After the Vil.lanova game, there was a UC pep rally planned, .but nobody was
in too peppy a mood. Krajack kept his commitment ofspeaking to the students,
and talked about sideshows or rowdy behavior at the UC game. The game is the
thing, Krajack told him.

*

*

*

SINCE KRAJACK HAS been here he hasn't seen any of this rowdy behavior
at UC games that he was told so much about when he first took the job. "~ _,"
ha~en't seen any bad behavior since I've been here," said Krajack.
He also commended them for the Villanova game. "It's hard for them to keep
emotionally psyched in a game like this, but they did."
The leadership of the pit. is centered on one big guy and one little guy. The big
guy is Bill Pfefferle, 6-7, 240 lb. tackle on the freshman football team, who gained
fame by helping carry Krajack off the court after the Canisius win. And the little
guy is junior Dave Reesing, better known as Rattlers. Rattlers and Pfefferle are
fixtures at mid-court front row.

• • •

Golf Meeting
XU golf coach ·Ray Baldwin
announces a meeting Friday for all
those interested in joining the team in
the Field House locker room at 4 p.m,
The first match is against .Miami at
'Oxford the rextday ...

I

,

THEIR ENTHUSI.ASM knows no bounds. With these guys back, along with
many of the vocal minority of the pit, and some of the silent majority who only
watch winners play, Xavier should be tought at home next year.
Xavier fust five games are against Aquinas, Bellarmine, Thomas More,
Union, and Loyola H;alif.). That's not imposing, and should boost XU
confidence for the tougher opponents.
The legions of boosters can start forming behind Pfefferle and Rattlers
immediately. Winning, instead of losing will become a habit. And the spirit,
which until this year had been knocked, will soar higher.
This season has l~W.the groundwork for student body spirit that few schools
can surpass. This year the students deserve applause, as George Krajack says,
"They are really something."
------------------------------

Home Wins Sweet

Xavier rewarded its home fans last .
week by knocking off Bellarmine, 98-71,
and Canisius, 76-69, for its first home
victories of the season. They did lose to
a superior Villanova team, 96-79,
.
Sunday.
. .
George Krajack was. carried off the
court by students after the Canisius
wiri. "What could I do," said Krajack.
"I saw that big freshman tackle coming at me.
"I told them that I didn't win it.
Doug (Alt) was the one that sunk the
free throws'."
·

XU
XU

XU
VILIANOVA

Alt was the last to leave the court
' after receiving congratulatory pats on
the. back from the fans.

WASHINGTON-Reps. Robert N. Giaimo, D-Conn., and Robert H.
Michel, R-lll. has proposed a Congressional committee investigate the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. (NCAA).
Yale University, recently placed on athletic probation for two years by the
NCAA, is in Giaimo's district and Michel's son, Scott, is a sophomore on Yale's
varsity team.

•

*

KRAFT SAID, "WE ARE used to noise. I doubt if we could play without it.
One thing that irritates me, and Xavier doesn't do it, is beating a drum. This has
been outlawd at the Palestra (Philadelphia).

. THOMAS MORE
ST. JOSEPH (Po.)
ST. BONAVENTURE
HANOVER
OLD DOMINION
XU
OKlA!iOMA
NIAGARA
DAYTON
DEPAUL
A!R FORCE
XU
DETROIT
MARQUEITE
NO... ILLINOIS '

_

85,
82,
82,
72,
89,
75,
!Ol.
91,
94,

73,
81.
80,

78.
82,
88,

XU
XU
XU
XU
XU
NYU
XU
XU
XU
XU
XU
TCU
XU
XU
XU

64 '
74
69 :
71
73
68
89
83
76
71
80

76
7]

73
80

• 70,
98,
76,
96,

DETROIT
BELIARMINE
CANISIUS
XU

67
71
69
79
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Wants To- Tea~h

Ex-UCLAer

Selcer Picks Colletto

Ashley Is Crowd Pleaser

James M. (Jim) Colletto (KO-LETO), 25, Sunday was named offensive
line coach at Xavier University, the first
assistant coach to join the new XU
football ·staff under Head Coach Dick
Selcer.

by JOHN PRICE
The offense is staggering and George Krajack pon'difrs a
move. He surveys the bench and the crowd awaits 11nxious.ly
to see who will get the call. Krajack stops at the end seat .
and stoops to a kneeling position in front of the senior
guard. The stands are charged by the sight, and the cheers
mount with the anticipation of the entrance of Perry Ashley.

Colletto, who served as offensive
line coach at Brown University in
Providence, R.I. prior to joining the
Xavier ·staff, is a 1967 graduate --or
UCLA where he won three football
letters as a fullback and defensive end ·
and was Co-Captain of the 1965 UCLA
· team that compiled an 8-2-1 record and
defeated the nation's number ooe team,
Michigan State, 14-12, in the 1966 Rose
Bowl.
Jim won all-!:ague afl-N prthern
A native of Monterey, Claifornia, California honors in prep school and
Colletto wa5 named All-Coast in 1965, followinA graduation turned down pro
and All·P~cific Big Eight in 1964 and offers from Houston and Boston to
1965. He played his collegiate ball accept a grant at UCLA.
under Bill Barnes and Tommy Protho
and following his final season of college
In addition to being Co-Captain of
hall served as a graduate ·assistant jn the UCLA grid squad, Colletta twice
1966; as Freshman football coach in was Captain of the Bruin baseball team
1967; and as offensive varsity tuie coach and had a three year career batting
in 1968 before moving on to Brown average of .311 while twice winning allUniversity.
Pacific Big Eight diamond honors.

The scene has been more frequent this year but the
reaction is still the same. Perry can not only revive an
attack, but he can arouse a sleeping audience more than a
pretty cheerleader.
"It ma~es me feel good to know that everyone has
confidence in me," said the likable guard from New York.·
"I've gotten to know a few guys, and it helps my confidence,
too; when I hear the crowd."
Perry, a transfer from Albany Junior College, was
unaccustomed to his non-starting status, but admits now
th~t h_e has adjusted to t~e role.
"It's· definitely a new thing coming off the bench ·but I
realize the coach is on a program to work for the future; he
wants to give the younger players the experience. I think
I've been playing steady ball, though, and for me the main
thing is winning."
.

'

Last year was a letdown for Perry, who after two
excellent years at Albany, found himself out of the lineup a
. great deal of the time.
'
"I was very disappointed," said Perry. "I thought I could
fit right in and .do the job after ~my two years in junior
college."
At Albany Perry averaged 20 and 21 points a game,
totals far above those he maintained in high school.
"In junior college we didn't have much heigh( so I had to
shoot more to balance our attack. I've always had more
· enjoyment from setting up a play, though. I think the fans
like a tremendous pass more than a basket." .
At Troy High School Perry watched the development of
another future Muskie, Luther Rackley. He recalled the Lu
of high school days.
"Luther has improved one-hundred percent since then,"
said Perry bluntly. He was 6-7 and clumsy and the coach
would keep him after practice to work on strengthening his

The
hidden
offer in·

this ad
is for free
information
about
a
career
·with
·Federated
,Department
·Stores, Inc.
The small
copy
will
ask you
to
write.
Find out about us (FDS)
before our recruiter hits
campus.
Write
.
Federated Department Stores, Inc.,
Director of
Executive Resources,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

We have
nothing to hide.

Perry Ashley ·
. . • Fan Favorite
hands."
"He probably had no visions of ever becoming a pro,
but one day he started to get rought and he knocked out a
starter's front tooth and the next day he put some stitches in
another starter's head. The coach was going to make him
wear pads on his elbows. But everyone is real proud of Lu
back home now."
It is to Troy that Perry hopes to return after this year.
His desire is to teach at his former high school but he is also
considering a recruiting post under his jun'ior college coach.
But the immediate concern for Perry is the remainder of
the schedule. There will be some noise in the fieldhouse -to
greet slichfoes as Al McGuire and the Miami Redskins but
the warmest welcome will be reserved for Perry Ashley.

He is married to the former
Born October 2, 1944 in San
FranCisco, California, Jim was a prep Suzanne Gratiot of Glendale, Calif. and
·standout at Monterey High School in they are expecting their first child in
football, basketQ.all, and baseball, May .. Suzanne is a former UCLA porn
winning high school all-American porn girl.
h~nors in 1961 in football as a fullback. ·
Both Jim and his wife hold B.S.
As a catcher and outfielder in baseball degrees in EducatiOn from UCLA~

r-------------=------.. . ...:....------------.-.
FOURTH ANNUAL

WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION.
SALE &
SWEEPSTAKES

·..... r- ~

Frosh Lose, 86-83

.Frosh Chopped ·nown

By Dickey's

3a Points

by CHUCK QUINN

· However, a pressure defense by the ·
Muskies soon forced Bearcat turnovers. '
Th_e Musketeer Frosh droppe~ their From then it was right down to the
second game in a row· last . Saturday wire. Twelve times the lead changed
· afternoon. The UC Freshman handed hands, and seven times the score was
the XU yearlings an 86-83 setback.
tied.
·Before a hostile crowd» the Frosh
continually fought back in the closely
contested game. The lead changed
hands numerous times till late in the ·
second half when UC pulled ahead on a
scoring surge by highly~touted Derek
A FIVE DOLLAR PURCHASE OF
Dickey.
Elmer Hensler, Presid~nt of Quee~ Y\'ITH
YOU ENTER THE GEORGE
MERCHANDISE
City
Sausage
and
Provisions,
Inc.,
will
Dickey, the ex-Purcell star scored
BIRTHDAY
SWEEPSTAKES
21 of Ote Bearcats first 38 points in the speak in the Hearth Room February WASHINGTON
THE FOLLOWING GREE GIFTS
. . . .
second half. He ended up with 38 points 24, Tuesday evening, at 8:30.
In the game. Dickey dominated the
His speech will be directed to the
boards as well as the scoring column.
Xavier Marketing Club. ·
\A. LADY'S WRIST WATCH

-AT-

The Book Store

Hensler Speaks

UNIVERSITY CENTER BLDG.
SPECIAL- ADDED FEATURE

to Marketers

It looked like the Muskie Frosh
were ouf of the game at the very
beginning when UC took a 20-10 lead.
Then coach Dave Lynch decided to use._
·-a: more pressing defense and. to work
. the ball better on offense.

Mr. Hensler, who is founder of this
firm, has one of the fastest growing
companies in the area. He has been in
meat packing for 21 years.
-,- - - - ·- ·-··

Gradually they ate away at the lead '
.-rid with just over eight minutes to go
in the half, Bob Petrosky stole a stray
UC pass and tied the score at 24 all.
The shooting of Jay Eck gave the · .
little Muskies a 47-42 halftime lead. He,
scored seven of the last 11 points in the
half. Eck was high man for Xavier with
26 points.
The second half started· fast arid
wild. Both teams had many turnovers
and steals. The teams stayed even on
the scoreboard until Dickey went on his
scoring binge.
The Frosh had several opportunities
to pull out a victory late in the game but
' couldn't capitalize upon thel)1. Paul
Matson chipped in 19 points' and
Conny Warren added 16.
J Muskies got a very slow start and in theopening n·.1inutes the score was 20-6 in
/favo:o(UC.. . .

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

SALE
FOR

PORTABLE RADIO
POLOROID SWINGER 3000 CAMERA
TRAYAPAC CLOCK
STADIUM BLANKET
BILL PAK
DESK LIST FINDER
DUPLET VALET
SNANG-A-LANG GAME
GILLETIE TECHMATIC RAZOR

DRAWING TO
THE SALE.

BE

MADE

AT

THE

CLOSE

OF

COME NOW AND NOT ONLY SAVE $$$$ BUT BE
ELIGIBLE FOR THE SWEEPSTAKES
GIFTS NOW ON DISPLAY

SALf: DATES
,10 DAYS ONLY

FEBRUARY
18th thru 28th
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In His· 'Own Write

Dan Ka·ne

· 11tlies
a.-.·

The Baule of Algiers
.

Besides being an award winning
film, with honors from inost of the
major foreign film festivals, The Battle
or Algiers is also onehellova film.
What is announced to be a movie
with NOT ONE FOOT of dC?cumentary
film in it turns out to be done so well
that the· effect is both realistic and
visionacy. The desired effect is
enhanced by the blackandwhite
contrasts and very effective use of
shadows. Algiers seems to abound in
shadows, and this movie left few of
them untouched.
A city of blackandwhite ready to
. ... .

call. in . their toughest troops, the
paratroopers to solve the problem.
Under the leadership .of a ruthless
Colonel; the French i.!egin a search and
destroy mission to put a stop to the
leaders of the Arab Organization. ·The
main issue in their search seems· to be
their methods of "interrogation." These
methods come under fire in a news
i:onference in which the French Colonel
explains that they are fighting a war
'.1'1d an~ and all means must be used to
· msure victory.
Do the Arabs agree? Apparently,
·because they are using their women to
carry the bombs into the French sector
and, of course, all's fair in love and war.
But is this really the point of the film? Is
this really the reason behind this film's
being so effective and so shocking and
so undoubtedly real?
I think not. First of all the film was
undoubtedly meant to be a propaganda
film. But for whom? Both sides could
argue the point, the French saying it
showed how fairly they treated their
"enemy" and the Arabs pointing out the
fact that they used little violence until
the French forced them to show their
hand. And of course, the fact that this
film was shown during Black Culture

il.tl!lMMatn~
Dow11iowa-111.01D2

Week also points up its excellent
potential as a propaganda film.
At the end, the French seemed to be
rather kindly about the whole thing,
after bombing the Arab leaders, women
and children. It appeared that · the
Arabs had been totally wiped out arid
that all opposition.had been squelched,
but as history and the epilogue showed,
"it ain't necessarily so."
i was very interested · in the
audience, as I always am when I go to
see something with the intent of
.reviewing it. There was a good crowd,
mixed in regards .to race, and mixed .in
regards to sentiments. It was a good
audience to show this film to because of
th~ diversity of opinions that would be
formed.

WE

.

Have the Winner of the
"New York Film Critics Award" for

BEST PICTURE! & BEST,,DfilECTOR!

follows our current attraction

WATCH FOR IT-SOON!

A student from France was-heard to
remark that it was a piece of shit and
that il was terribly biased, and certain ·
black members of the audience cheered
when the French were murdered in the
restaurants. This is indeed a diversity of
opinions, still leaving the question,
Who is Right? And I feel there is to be
no real answer to this, at least through a
film that tries to present both sides in
lilackandwhite in a city and an era that
is full of shadows.

,,;IJ·James
Bond 007... is back!
.
.'

;:-
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IAN FLEMING'S
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.•

"ON HER MAJESTY,'S

--SECRET SERVICE",
,'

PANAVISION~

•TECHNICOLOR"

.

ROTC Offers New Studies
The Professor of Military Science
announced today that applications are
Columnist Dane Kane
being accepted for the Army ROTC
explode any generation and along Two Year Program. Under this procomes the French, the great white gram a student at Xavier is offered
colonizers. Locked in their own little the opportunity of being commissioned
part of the city are the Arabs, a most a Second Lieutenant in the Army after
worthy opponent for the French who only t~o years of training; This is but
have just suffered a great defeat in one of many ways for today's student
IndoChina and are ready for just about to meet his military obligation, and
anything. The Arabs are ·beginning to clearly one of the best: ·
A basic six-week summer training
feel the first stirrings of nationalism and .
the only thing in their way appears to period after the sophomore year takes
the place of the Basic .Course required
be the French.
Well the French· do a pretty good in the traditional Four-Year Program.
When a student with two years of
joo of getting in the way and the
necessary battle ensues. The Battle of college has been selected for the proAlgiers gained world-wide attention in gram and has ·successfully completed
its day,'but a few weeks after i~ was the basic summer training; he is eligiquietly and quickly forgotten. We can ble for the ROTC Advanced Course
realize that now, but the hopelessness in his junior and senior years.
of the Arab situation dawns when they
In addition to the pay provided durrealize it themselves.
ing the Advanced Course ($50.00 per
Realizing their impotence to do month) and the Advanced Course sumanything constructive, the Arabs begin mer training camp (approximately
to strike out against the visible symbols $190 per month) the student attending
of the French oppression-the Police. the basic camp receives pay and mileThe Police retaliate by bombing age allowance to and from camp.
sections of the Casbah. The Arabs
This year the basic summer. camp
retaliate by bombing the restaurants will be conducted at Fort Knox', Kenand gathering places of the French.
tucky from 12 June to 23 July and again
from 26 June to 6 August.

Those Xavier students .desiring
additional information on the Two Year
Program and the requirements for selection are invited to see Major Duerson, Department of Military Science,
located in Saint Barbara Hall. All application procedures must be completed
by 1 March 1970 to insure that all applicants have an equal opportunity for selection. Selections will be made and
orders for the Basic Camp issued before the end of the school year.
-

today's fashion shirt

Blacks
(Continued from page I)

made.;'. He placed great emphasis on
the confused priorities in this country
which support four "white houses!' and
put men on the moon, but ignore
poverty six blocks from the Capitol.
Mr. Goode spoke to a receptive group
of about fifty. ·
Mr. Goode was followed by Miss
Sonya Sanchez, who has several
published works of poetry. Miss
Sanchez read several selections .from
her latest book interspersed with her
own personal reflections on the Black
Revolution. She is presently teaching at
the University of Pittsbur_gh.

HEUSEN®
This shirt is-made for today's
shaped suits with higher-sitting
Bradley collar and French cuffs.
. VanopressT" permanently
pressed 80% Dacron* polyester,
20% cotton. Solid colors. $8

.
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, Blind dates are a chance. But you can always depend on · refreshing Coca-Cola for the taste you never get tired, of. . " z :. ~
That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
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At Random
An Evening in Blackness

U. D. BLUES FESTIVAL
Gregory X. Boehm

...........

~~~~~~~~~--~------~

The facts were scanty:
"XU
problems thoroughly; and, perhaps People; why just look at who's sitting
Theatre (SO cents), to include three one- more realistically, ·he has been next to you."
act plays by Seven Hills' New Theatre, unwittingly turned off by the unhip
D.irected ·by Charles Holmond, and persistence of a fad that should have
But those times were rare. The hour
readings by poet John Chenault." Well, . been replaced long ago.
and half of"reading" brought a lot of
actually there were two one-act plays.
So it was. "An Evening in Black laughter, applause, and shouts,
. And there were two poc;ts. And Hughes Blackness" had caused · little if any but for the white cube of sugar, the
High School, l was told, produced one discus·sion:in fact Black Culture Week coffee just·kept getting hotter.
of the plays. There wasn't any program in general had proved that the young
Then the saddest thing happened.
or pamphlet. And by the time eight free-thinker was either tired of thinking Old Judge Moses ls Dead, the first oneo'clock came around, the theatre had· . or had recently moved on to something act play; begari. I was so embarrassed.
collected seventy people .- no more more avant-garde. But there I was. Embarrassed at my hostility, at my
than twenty people were white. The From the impression that the poets initial reluctance to attend, at my firm
evening festivity was remaining made, I began to feel like a cube of resolve that nothing in a Black• sugar. in a cup of black coffee, and I . Aw-areness evening could be genuinely
consistently Black.
I remember that I didn't want to wasn't dissolving. I couldn't tell entertaining. What was really sad was.
attend. The stress on Blackness whether the black poet actually had the absence of an audience. The play
overshadowed any appeal which the talent writing poetry or he just itself centered around two Black
dramas themselves could have happened to have a lot of material and janitors cleaning a Southern funeral-_
engenrered. It's probably in light of this enthusiasm from the hyper-stimulating home's floor, and in one of the caskets
that my views on civil rights. are typical Black condition. Whatever, the imagery was the corpse of Old Judge Moses, a
of the young white intelligentia:
was slick; the. words cutting; the White magistrate who had plagued the
loquacious, perhaps oDce actualjzed, response . far from the natty applause Black community with a long history of
b1it from day. to day non-existent. that usually accompanies any· white judicial prejudice. If entertainment's
Issues about the. ghetto are prietry-reading. It, could have been . worth is measured by its ability to relax
conversation-pieces · for ..most college criticized ~or its affinity to a pep-rally. the spectator by making him the 'object
of his own laughter - to dissolve the
parties; discus·sion and debate usually At times it' was just plain truth:
"When I dropped out of school,
audience's. up-tightness - then this
'surface at more unordinary ·moments
They called-me fool;
production and the following How Do
and usually end with nothing. more than
dry throats. Perhaps the young, white.
But I showed them when I stole a car You Do were two of the most
vanguard has even participated in some .
And arove all the way to Sai:i entertaining plays that I have ever
witnessed at Xavic;r. The sadness is that
project of the genus knowri · as Quentin."
brotherhood.
But. . for .· daily
people like those residing in 165
·
·
·
". . . And you.hip niggers·
circumstances, during those times when
Husman Hall, people who sit smug in
the subconscious seems to prevail (hoWho wear your . thirty-five-dollar their self-righteousness, and other
ho), every .Young, self-made libertine. Afro's
whites, who mouth the party-line of the
shies from actually donating time for
Over your greased heads."
·here and now fad, do not see these
further enlightenment. He has
"You probably get to thinking that dramas,'do not grab a chance for gutconvinced himself that he knows the all there are in this world are Black ·splitting.· laughter, do not ·grow by .
seeing the comedy of their own actions. '

B. B. KING
CANNED HEATARGENT
TRACTOR
SUNDAY, MARCH 8th. 8:00, in. U.D. FIELDHOUSE
Tickets are $3, $4, $5. Send_ self addressed stamped
envelope with mail orders to
. TICKET OFFICE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON FIELDHOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTO~
DAYTON, OHIO 45409
.:-- - ; ; - - - : · - - .........
- -

----

tMMEDIAH OPENINGS - MEN STUDENTS
$300.00 GUAkANTEED FOR 11 'WEEl\S
PART-TIME WORK
ALSO SOME FULL-TIME OPENINGS
•CALL TODAY 241-2944

Perhaps the saddest aspect of all is
the poor planning which crammed so
much actiVity into one week-night; that.
prime-attendance time is granted to so
many
events
while
healthy
entertainment, misinterpreted . in . the
confusion of race issues, slips quietly
by.Ji;_nearly tragic,

NOW SHOWING at BOTH
CINEMA #I Md CINEMA #][

"A SAD - FUNNY -TRAGIC
- BEAUTIFUL. PICTURE"I
- Time Magazine

ONE OF THE HIGH SPOTS
/
FROM THE MOVIE THAT'S
~SURE NOMINEE FOR ACADE¥Y AWARDS!

..MIDNIGHT

COWBOY"
STARRING

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
JON VOIGHT

®~I
AT THE FABU.LOUS NEW

'Wftjch One
is the

Cf'aulist?
It's easy to tell a Paulist. Just
talk with him.
The first thing you notice is
that he's co11temporary. He.
lives today, but plamitomorfow
with the experience and know!edge of yesterday.· That's a
Paulist characteristic: the ability to move with the times and
to meet the challenges of each
era.
A Paulist is also the mecliator
of his age: he tries to bring together the extremes in today's
world and the Church, the liberals and· the moderates, the
' eternal and the temporal.
Next, he is very much 'an i11divid11al. It sets him apart immediately, He has his own particular talents and abilities - and
he is given freedom to use them .
If you are interested in finding
out more about the Paulist difference in the priesthood, ask
for our brochure and a copy of
our recent Renewal Chapter
Guidelines.
Write to:
Vocation Director

CJ'aulisth
•' <pat ere
PLAVOOV EXECUTIVE BLOG. Opposite SHUBERT THEATRE
Dow"1.own ~I 35 E. 71h SI.• Phone 241·7795

Room 300
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

~

More than 50 million beautiful rings, to be exact.
Since 1850, ArtCarved artisans have carefully
wrought beautiful wedding rings which have been
the choice of more brides and grooms than any
other. In today's hurry-up world, the name
ArtCarved inscribed inside a wedding band
represents a rare kind of old-fashioned devotion
to excellence and value. Our new ArtCarved
collection is a truly dazzling display of design,
from bold sculptures and blazing facets to soft,
shimmering florentines. May we show th~m to you?

.A!!Carved
WEl::>DING
A- COSTA SET
B - RAFAEL SET

RINGS

C - CORTEZ SET
D - MODESTO SET

ArtCarved.wedding rings in 14K tiolidgold
are available from $10 to over $150

STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

ZeffS
7SOSWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, OHIO

731-1800
712 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

261-7694
8TH AND MONMOUTH, NEWPORT, KENTUCKY

261-4183
l();t DISCbUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STuDENTS
AND FACULTY MEMBERS... ~ .;':'-,

P111 Et:ht
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FACULTY COLUMN

ROOMS FOR MEN
REASONABLE WEEKLY RATES-MAID SERVICt:-CROSSTOWN
BUSLINE - RESTAURANT, SWIMMING POOL, GYMNASIUM,
HANDBALL COURTS, LOUNGE, BILLIARDS-TV & READING
ROOM - 10 Minutes to Downtown

. The Quality of Life
By REV. GEORGE A. CURRAN, S.J.defects, the new law would take the suppression of malaria.-causing
Dept. ·or Philosophy
·
easy way of eliminating the crippled mosquitoes be made available. The
The most destructive force in the child. A whole series of action actionists in-·some countries in9luding
moral life of man is misguided z~al. proposals have been made by men of our own were willing to undo in a few
Problerr.s arise, immediate ideal prominence in specialized academic weeks the work of decades in
solutions ·are envisioned, furious fields using the old barbari.c principles suppressing the greatest debilitating
scourge of mankind.
activity sometimes follows ·and the end of Hitler's public health laws.
result is often more devastation than
These new proposals would confer
Instead of making our planet Earth
constructive achievement: In the on the state the right to exterminate the a better environment for all men, there
pursuit of worth-while goals, an order senile, the sickly and the incompetent. is a danger that we might turn it into a
of essential priorities must guide the Sorrie of us are old enough to remember Nietschean private estate for a few, for
selection of means.
that Hitler used his health laws to the aggressive, the strong, the beautiful,
; murder more than 100,000 inmates of. or, conversely, disregarding the needs
i mental hospitals before he extended and interests of living men, we may
~!these laws to include the extermination strive vainly to preserve some
~1' of the Jews of Europe. All these unspecified esthetic ecological pattern
~ proposals are made under the guise of in which man occupies an insignif~cant
,. improving the quality of life. Only high role.
· quality human beings have rights and
The important priority in man's
. the requisite quality is determined by struggle with his environment was best
' the experts and/ or a majority.
expressed in the Eighth Psalm: "Thou
A recent s~ssion .of ·the World hast made him a little less than the
: Health Organization points to another angels, Thou hast crowned him with
. type of misguided action where the honor and glory and has set him over
· needs and rights of living men are t_he. works of Thy hands. T~ou hast
. ; overlooked. The organization pleaded subjected all things under his feet. . . "
i. that the manufacture and sale of certain With concern, ingenuity, prudence and
.:•; insecticides that leave a toxic residue cooperative good will there are no
·i~ harmful to certain forms of wild life be practical problems men cannot solve. If
jL not_ . suspeE<!ed . until an adequate we fail and to the extent that we fail, it
1~ ~ubstitute
for
the
continued will be our own fault.

r·

q

.

For at least the next two decades we
are faced with a problem of increasing
population and relatively stable basic
resources. An action slogan to meet this
problem has arisen: "What is important
is the quality oflife. "If an· additional
phrase, "for all human persons", were
added and taken into account in
devising programs, the slogan would be
an excellent guiding principle.
Without the added qualification
and priorities ' there is a danger of
throwing out the baby with the. dirty
bath water. The current move to change
abortion laws is a case in point. Instead
of concentrating on eliminating birth

a concert in the round

THE STH DIMENSION
U.C. FIELDHOUSE-Sat. Feb. 21 sL8:30 PM.
Tickets On Sale At
U.C.'s TANGEMAN UNIVERSITY CENTER
Xavier University Student Prices
$2.50-$3.50-$4.50 with Identification
General Admission $4.00-$5.00-$6.00
For ticket information-Call 475-4553

·FRIARS CLUB
Phone 381-5432

65 West McMillan

_Hall available for Socials, Dances and Wedding Receptions.

PART TIME WORK
CINCINNATI OFFl.CE OF LARGE CORPORATION WILL HIRE SEVERAL .STU-DENTS EIGHTEEN & OVER TO WORK
PART TIME IN MARKETING & SALES
PROMOTION. AFTERNOONS,
EVENINGS
'
AND WEEK-ENDS.
$75 PER WEEK SALARY OR INCENTIVE
FOR TWENTY HOUR WEEK .
Call
Mr.'Marks

621-5330

CURTAIN
CALL'
Ninth Annual College Auditions for SIX FLAGS

SIX FLAGS' many original variety
Your talent could win you a
star-spangled season at SIX FLAGS, extravaganzas or specialty shows
featured throughout the Parks.
performing for the world's most
And you'll have the time of your life
enthusiastic audiences!
as a star member of the famous
SIX FLAGS needs: VOCALISTS
SIX FLAGS family of performers.
(popular, classical, country
For complete information pick up a
and western, rock, barbershop
copy of SIX FLAGS' "Curtain
quartettes, folk soloists and groups); Call '70" brochure in your Student
DANCERS (tap, ballet, modern, jazz, Services Office.
acrobatic); INSTRUMENTALISTS
AREA AUDITIONS
(pianists, marimba players, banjo
players, jug bands, blue grass
Monday, Febru·ary 23 - 3:30 p.m.
groups, harpists, Dixielarid bands);
Kentucky Southern Campus
VARIETY ACTS (comics, magicians, Administration Building - Room 1
baton and saber twirlers,
West Wing, University of Louisville
ventriloquists, tumble'rs, trampoline
Louisville, Kentucky
arid trampolette artists). ALL
. (Registration is 30 minutes
KINDS OF TALENT WILL BE
prior to audition time.)
CONSIDERED.
If selected, you'll work under
professional direction in one of

e

ews

av1er
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Ba~ketball

opens tonight.
with FIAT exhibition

Universi~y, Ci~cir:mati,

mingham, the team also contains
two U.S .. players, Greg White from
The Muskies will play an exhibi- . the University of.Southern Califor"."
tion game against.an exciting team · nia and John Stroeder from Mon·FIAT of England, tonight at 8 p.m. tana State. White is a 6-8 forward
who. is currently averaging 30 ppg.
in the Fieldhouse.
:_

·Sports Editor

-

.

- "You can count on us to play this·
Staak scheduled this game ill an '
game like it's the national cham- _ attempt fo brea.k up the pre-season.·
He felt the game would give him a
. pionship," said Coach Bob Staak.
good mdication of where the team
stands pdor to the opening against
Union College on Dec . .I.

.On the· inside...

Special Pull-out-and-save
section. on Xavier_ basketball

Team FIAT is considered to be·
one of the top clubs in England a.s .
they were able to finish second in the ·
English Natiorial League last year.
. Besides. the nine players from Bir-

"We'd really like to win this one,"
he stated.
.

Team FIAT plays. in what was
termed a "semi-pr1;>fessi6nal league"
in Europe. The'team is sponsored by
the FIAT auto manu_facturers.

.

.

Second of a series of two
· By KATHY MARKS
News Reporter

The effect of alcohol and· drugs on users is not an
easily answered question. "It depends on so many
factors," said Dr. Earl Kronenberger, professor of
psychology. "When speaking about substance.abuse, I
believe that you can't put everything in the same
·basket:'' It is necessary to consider ·what substance is
being spoken oL

a

''Marijuana is mild hallucinogen that distorts a per-:son 's thinking with mild euphoria."
Hc;iw can drugs affect you, an XU Student? Drugs can
• cause a lessened resistance to sickness and chronic
disease, a change in appearance and/ or personal,
neglect. They can seriously affect a student's studying.
'.'Drugs put mind and body into an abnormal state,"
said Dr. Richard Schroder, a staff member of McGrath
Health Center. "It is difficul.t to concentrate and think
clearly; it alters enioti.ons and senses."
A student's behavior may be affected by drug use.
"Marijuana is-as mild hallucinogen that distorts a
.person's thinking with mild euphoria," remarked·
Schroder. Hallucinogens heighten awareness, cause
abnormal thinking and produce "exaggerated fear or
overt paranoid reaction," he said.
Alcohol use and abuse is more common than that of
drugs. A 12-ounce beer, 5 ounces of regular wine, I !-1
c;iunces of whiskey or one highball or cocktail are about
. the same in alcoholic-content. The average 150 pound .
person could consume one of these in I !-1 hours with no
accumulation of alcohol in· the blood. ·
"Beer takes longer to absorb because it is a larger·
quantity of-fluid, It is fattening," remarked Schorder ..
lt takes the body one hour to burn off one half ounce of
alcohol. Drinking faster than this. results in intoxica-- tio11.

_News takes
short break
· Next Tuesday,.Nov. 25 will be·
the last day of classes until Monday, Dec. 1.
Pue .to the five-day Thanksgiving break, the News will not
publish the next two
Wednesdays. The next issue,
which will be the last before exams, will appear. on Wednesday,
Dec. 10.

Ohio.

By AMY BLY
News Reporter

Xavier University's 150 years of serving the community will be the subject of a sesquice'ntennial film
currently being produced in conjunction with
WLWT.
The film, on which shooting
commenced at the end of October, will be unveiled on-Jan. 22,
as part of a breakfast for alumni
and city leaders. ··
According to Charles. Carey ..
of the public information office, the film will give a broad
view of Xavier's development.
The script, which was written
by Tom Ashwell of WL WT,
includes some historical events (such as the arrival of
the Jesuits}, but mostly focuses on today's student
1life. This includes, in Carey's words, "various sports
'events, scei:ies from 10 to 12 representative classes,
some footage of Edgecliff and other scenes showing.

· •he working relationship between students and_
faculty in "the classroom." Carey added that "the
last thing to be filmed will be the basketball game between Xavier.and ~ini, scheduled-for D.ec. l~." When asked how
idea for a se-squicentennfal film came about, Cai:ey replied, "The impetus came
from Father Mulligan (presi·
dent}, who decided that we
needed newer pictures of Xavier for use in recruiting students
and for. various alumni programs. It was suggested that we
explore the use of film, and
WL WT Wl:lS chosen as the
company best able to fill our
needs."
The film will be used at alum-·
jlli functions, for . recruiting students and also
~or
the general public ..· Carey added
that special arrl\ngements will. be ~ade. at
some time for Xavier students to view the
film.

the

movi..es.

Drug
. trends-·at XU explored·
.

. PAID .

· Cincinnati, Ohio .
Permit No. 121s
Third Class

Sesqui subject of film
,

By TERRY COOPER

NON-PROFIT ORG ..
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Mastrianna made exec dean

Dr. Francis V. Mastrianna, a graduate of Xavier University and long time·
professor of economics, has recently been appointed as the executive dean of
·A student's ·behavior is greatly affected when he is
the College of B~siness Administration.
·
·intoxicated. Schroder defined the five stages of
Mastrianna will now be concerned with the inner workings of the College
·
intoxication:
of Business Administration. He explained that.he will be coordinating and
I-talkative: relaxed, with fewer inhibitions and
orga.nizing the internal operations of the b,usiness college, on both t~e
worries;
·,graduate and .undergraduate level.
- '
2-excited: emotional, erratic behavior, with
Although this is a new position created by the university, Mastrianna
impaired thinking;
.
himself iias been a professor of economics for the past 17 years.
1970 he
3-confused: staggering; disoriented, moody~ with . was named chairman of the economics department and held that title l'lntil
slurred speech;
- ;}976.
·
.
4"."7stupor: unable to stand or walk, barely conscious;
5-coma:mayend.in\death.
..
, .
p.
Alcohol abuse·. may produce chronic health· . - - · _ -_ __ .- J_ - ·
'
· _ . __
problems. "Frequent drinking of a prolonged or
excessive amount can shorten life span 10 or 12 years ..
Alcohol is addicting; abuse may lead to cirrhosis of the
.
.
.
·
liver and p~ncreas, gastric. ulcers, a degree of mental
·
· ·
·
q:mditions· as chronic brain synd,r0me; .or malnutrition
. and avitaminosis, as alcohol .replaces fOod," Schroder
explained.
·

In

Ma·· 0. ·5-" h\ipnot·ize·5- XU
w·1· th s· e·11 b ., nd ., n·g feats
·p
- ·

"Frequent drinking of a prolonged or excessive amount
can shorten life span..10 or ·
12 years."_
·
·

1n a survey of entering XU freshmt:n (from Feb. 1,
~~
1980 to Sept. 30, 1980), 250 out of 467 drink alcohol. .
~
'This statistic in itself is not excessive, although there
Pam 1JeC1mp Photo
were more reported drinkers than smokers. However,
Amy Kiifoyie (pictured left) took a trip from age 19 to age five In a matter of
· 16 of these 250 have 6-10 drinks du.ring a typical
minutes last Wednesday. Notice the change In handwriting as she regressed,
drinking occasion and 26 of 250 admit to drinking 10-25
·
·
drinks a week. "That is a frightening number," as well as her artwork at age five.
commented Mrs~ Ann Brown, director of the McGrath
Many
people
had
trouble
respon, By STEPHEN CAIN
Health Center. Most of these drinkers are male (141 of
ding fully to the relaxing exercises
!Edltor-ln·Chlet ·
the original 250).
·
Last Wednesday night, Amy which Mapes started his presenta· M.edically, alcohol is a depressant drug. "There are Kilfoyle took a trip through outer tion with, (a problem which he
many excuses for. experimenting· with drugs - all space, danced a ballet, participated claims he can solve through instrucinvolving trying to somehow change what you naturally in a 1962 dance contest and became tion) but Amy didn't;
are. The user may lose control and drugs may become a five years old again.
Amy had never seen a hypnotist
means of solving or avoiding life problems. Over 20
. Amy, a fre$man from Cleveland, before, but she used the techniques
million people have some problem with alcohol. One in Ohio, was not on drugs; nor was she
Continued on page 10
ten highway drivers on Friday and Saturday nights are hallucinating. Amy was travelling in
drunk," reported Schroder. "Don't start drinking."
her mind at the suggestions of a hypnotist. Presenting his own brand of
what he called "self hypnosis," hYP.- ·
"~uoer''
notist James Mapes led Amy on her
experience in front ofan audience of , "There has been a super
more than - 450 in the Xavier. : response to the James Mapes
Theatre.
.
hypnotism show," according to
"I felt relaxed •• ; really, really comMary Ann McCabe, co-chairman
The case of David Payton, who is charged in four Detroit~ Mich., murders, . fortable,"· Amy recalled. "My imof the Student Government
is scheduled for a preliminary examination in Wayne County Recorder's
agination was just incredible.
Speakers Committee. ':People
Court today, according to a Detroit police spokesman.
Every.thing was so vivid."
who saw him want him to come
· Police said that Payton, a 1979 Xavier graduate, who was a member of the
From vivid red flying .saucers
back, and people·who didn't see
determine. whether
men's basketball te.am, will go before a judge who
"shooting blue and yellow darts," to
him want him to come, too," she
·
there is enough evidence to send Payton to trial.·
vivid giant flowers waving hello, to a
said.
Payton has been accused in the murders offourfemales, who were alleged ,vivid little green man. "with a big
In his show, Mapes announced
. prostitutes. Payton aild his lawyer have maintained. that he is innocent, but a
nose" that Amy held ln her hand,
a
t..yo-day seminar which he conDetroit police· ~pokesman told the News that while police could not comment
Mapes took Amy through a journey
ducts at universities for a fee to
on a confessio'l!; Payton had "made statements implicating himself,"
which she never expected· when she
participants. The Information
· Highland Park, Mich. police confirmed on Monday that they plan to issue ·came to the show. "I was just curious
Desk ha!\ received a flood of rea warrant for Payton on a criminal sexual assault charge as soon as they
to see what the show was going to be
quests for Mapes to return.
receive the cooperation of the woman Payton allegedly assaulted. Detroit
like," she 8aid.
·
McCabe said anyone who is inpolice s'aid they witnessed him on Thursday, Nov. 6 assault a woman in his
~ut instead of just seeing the
terested in Mapes' seminar can
car, then push her out a,nd drive away. Police stated they then followed
show, Amy became an integral part
call her. at 745-3468.
: Payton and arrested him in Highland Park, a suburb of Detroit.
•of it:.

'.h.

Mapes receives .

Payton· scheduled to,day.;
·1or h~aring· in Detr()it
will

response
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'fiom around . the.globe ... to XU

~
·

Breen Dislodged Poetry Reading
.
Breen DisLodged will sponsor a poetry reading on Thursday, Nov.
20 at 8 p.m. in the Hearth Room of the University Center. Participants
will be Charles Bolton, Erich Kesse, Daniel Sherman, and Paul Wack. ·
· Everyone is invited. Wine and cheese provided.
•,
Attention Foreign Stu.dents
All students who have registered with the International Student
Society but have not paid their' $2 membership fee must do so either
Thursday or Friday at the Musketeer Inn between 4 and 6 p.m ..

Novemb~r 19·, 19aol·

:

C~nada,· 1

·1'15~·

. ,:.

Hong Kong, 1

~Taiwan, 1

. '.~·{hllllplnes, 3
Vietnam a
/', - '
Slngapo-re, 1~
.....,~~

~

.~

Nicaragua, 7
Panama: 1 _.

~·

Freshman Square Dance
The Class of 1984 will sponsor a square dance on Friday, Nov. 21
from 9 to 12:30 in the cafeteria. Admission is only $1 with an XU I.D.,
including two free drinks. Drinks thereafter will be 35~ a c.up, or three
. for a dollar. The event is open to all students.
.

Terry Smllh Graphic

By ROBERT s'cHOLL
Busehmann found it hard -to pin- to others," he stated. He went on to
News Reporter
.
point one particular reason. say that "because of the cultural
The Career Planning and Placement Office will sponsor an open
Students travel around the globe "Basically fore.ign students who have change of leaving one's native coun· forum entitled "Careers in Merchandising" on Wed., Dec. 3 at 7:30 . . ·to attend Xavier.Students are well attended· Xavier and who were try, we just try.to make the transition
p~m. Representatives from Bob Evans, Gidding-Jeriny's, K-Mart,.
aware of foreign students and their satisfied ~ith us pass the word along ·as ea.sy as possible." .
Krogers_, and Shillitos will be on campus to infoi:m students about the
presence here, yet in most cases that
various career opportunities in merchandising: All undergraduate and
'is where the level of awareness ends.
MBA students are welcome to attend.
·
We simply are aware that they exist.
· Currently there are . 85 foreign
Additions to Recruiting Schedule.
students from 33 different countries
Nov. 19 Montgomery Ward Store Management
enrolled at Xavier, arid. that' number
Dec. 2 Oscar Mayer & Co. Sales Trainee
is steadily increasing. According to
By DANIEL FAGEL ·
Pandey is the president of the
· News Editor
J.Peter Buschmann, S.J. admissions
Student Directories
·international Students Society,
consultant and foreign student ad;.
Commuters can pick up student directories at the)nformation Desk
Students come to Xavier from· an . organization of about 80
in the Univ. Center between 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
visor, "The ·number of foreign
all corners of the world, but one students which attempts to instudents here at Xavier has increased
who may have come the farthest tegrate foreign students into the
gradually over the last 4 years."
is Shanker Raj Pandey, a second mainstream .of American society
Each foreign· student must go
year. junior from Katmandu, 1 .,and to provide a forum·for these
Nepal.
·
through the same basic procedures
students to air .their grievances
for admission. He or she must have
- Pandey is the youngest of seven and complaints. ·
completed the .level of education
Wed., Nov. 19 Glenmary Retreat- OKI Room, Univ. Center, 9:30
children and his father is a retired
His only regret about coming
necessary foruniversity admission in·
government worker. Reis Hui-. overseas is that he misses his
a.m.
the student's native country. He or
du arid belongs to the Elite caste, fam_ily and he will not get to see
Self-Assessment _: Fordham Room, Univ. Center,
she must also supply proof of
but he 'finds the caste system "no them until he graduates ..
1:30 p.m.
.
proficiency in the English language.
real barrier."
Montessori Education_:_ OKI Room, Univ. Center,
Now while it may seem very harsh to
7:30 p.m.
"In Nepal; we do not have
expect a foreigl) student to meet·
much trouble with the caste
Thurs., Nov. 21Mardi Gras - Terrace Room, Univ. Center, 10:30.
American standards, in many cases .
system, other than inter-caste
the foreign student far · exceeds.
marriages," said Pandey.
a.m.
Film: "All That Jazz" -Theatre, Univ. Center, 1:30,
American requirements. ~'Foreign
After he received a Jesuit educstudents iii general have a better·
and 7 p.m.
tion at St. Xavier High School in
Volleyball: AIAW Regional Tournament, Lewis
mathematics and science back"
Nepal, Pandey was offered full
ground, especially mathematics,"
Univ.
academic scholarships ·from inexpl!lined Buschmann.
ternational universities stretching
Fri., Nov. 21 Resume Workshop- Fordham Room, Univ: Center,
from Australia to Western Eu- :
2p.m.
·
There· is not any one particular. ·
rope, but chose Xa:viei: because it.
Volleyball: AIAW Regional Tournament, Lewis
degree that the foreign student seeks
not only offered an academic
here at Xavier. Some of them come
scholarship, but also found a
Univ.
sponsor to provide room. and
Sat., Nov. 22 Management as an Art Form:-Terrace Room, Univ.
for degrees in Business Administraboard.·
·
Center, 8 a.m.
·
tion and International Affairs, while
Spanish Club,-- Hearth Room, Univ.Center,7p~m.
others come simply to inaster- the
Currently, he 'is a marketing
Volleyball: AIAW Regional Tournament, Lewis
English language. Theonethingthat
major and .intends to obtain his
they all have in common though is
master's degree before he returns
Univ.
that th~.Y___!ill chose~avier. When
home to pursue;: a sales or
asked why students from as
diplomacy career. "A master's
Sim., Nov. 23 Bellarmine Chapel Meeting-Fordham Room, Univ.
as Taiwan and Nepal chose Xavier
degree from the United States is
· •
Center, 10 a.m.
over all of the other universities ·
most beneficial, so it should stand
Shanker Raj Pandey ·
Lithuanian Society - Faculty Guest Room, Univ. ·
out."
throug_hout the- United · States,
Center, 11 a.m.
Classical Guitar Series, featuring Michael
Chapdelaine - Bellarmine Chapel, 2:30 p.m.
Mon., Nov. 24 Interview Sign-up-OKI Room, Univ. Center, 1 p.m.
By RAN.DAL Mi:CRAVY · .
ag~. she never dreamed of things to ti~e.
·
Senate Meeting.,--- Terrace Room, Univ. Center, I :30
p.m.
Managing Editor
come. Having always been an "exerLast Sunday, Julie's exercise paid
When freshman Julie Isphording cise person," she started running as off. She ran in the Columbus Bank
Tues., Nov. 25 Financial Board - Fordham Room, Univ. Ceriter, 2
began to run seriously 17 months another way to exercise and be ac- ·One Marathon, ·finishing the 26
p.m.
miles in ·two hours, 47 minutes. In
XU Hockey Club - Dixie Bowl, 6:30 p.m.
doing so, she qualified for the
Wed., Nov. 26 THANKSGIVING VACATION BEGINS
Boston Marathon, set for next April
20 in Boston.
Mon., Dec. l Classes Resume
She said that ·she's excited about
Interview Sign-up - Terrace Room, Univ. Center,
1:30 p.m.
·
the challenge of the upcoming
marathon more than anything. "All
Women's Basketball: XU vs. Thomas More,
of the top women runners in the
.
Fieldhouse, 6 p.m. Men's Basketball: XU vs. Union College, Fieldhouse,
How much is a beard worn for ·money is going to help rennovate an country will be there. I'm intt;rested
·
8 p.m~.
.
nine years worth to a man? JoJm orphanage in Haiti. The fund d riveis in seeing how I do."
·Julie will be able to use the Boston·
Tues., Dec. 2 Financial Board Meeting -Alcove, Univ. Center, 2
LaRocca, S.J, named the priCe for being. coordinated by Edward
his: $2000.
.
p.m.
Schmidt, S.J., director of Campus Marathon as preparation for the
·
Avon International Marathon
Wed., Dec. 3 Interview Skills - Fordham Room, Univ. Center,
LaRocca has agreed to shave his Ministry.
LaRocca said that he was ap-' Championship (AIMC) in Ottawa,
beard if this much money is collected
..
2:30 p,m. .
.
Thurs., Dec. 4 Fireside Chat - Hearth Room, Univ. Center, 8 p.m.
from students,faculty,and staff. The proached by Lisa Wendel with the. Canada on August 23. She qualified
Men's Basketball: XU vs. Thomas More, Fieldhouse,
idea of shilving for a . price. for the AIMC on Sunday, Nov. 9
"However, I wanted more than the when she ran the IO mile Avon Race
8p.m.
$IOOO they were originally planning for Women in one hour, 35 seconds,
finishing S!Xond.
to collect - that was too cheap."
Resume Workshop·- Fordham Room, Univ. Center,
Fri., Dec. 5
In order to stay in shape, Julie
Because no one on the XU campus
~~pm.
.
has seen him without his beard, runs 13 miles a day. "I run eight miles
.Women's Basketball: XU vs. Maryville, away, 8 p.m.
. LaRocca believe~ that not having it every morning and five miles every
Women's Basketball: XU vs. St. Louis Univ., away,
Sat~, Dec. 6
will be a "different experience." So evening, usually with a friend," she
7:30 p.m..
·
different, in fact, that he plans to said. She is a member ofthe women's
Mon., Dec. 8 Interview Sign-up-OKI Room, Univ. Center, lp.m.
start growing it back the same day he tennis team, and also swims as much
Senate Meeting - Terrace Room,. Univ. Center, I :30
shaves it off. "It will be alive and well as possible.
p.m.
The oldest of three girls, Julie is
by second sememster."
Men's Basketball: XU vs. Ohio Wesleyan; Fieldhouse,
Dec. I will mark the opening of the daughter of Don lsphording,
8 p.m.
the fund drive for ti>; orphanage. XU's bursar. Mr. isphording said
Tues., Dec. 9. Financial Board Meeting - Fordham Room, Univ.
Various collection sig~t~_\Yill ~ that he is really proud of Julie. He
Center, 2 p.m.
.
·named later. The collection will go added that"ifsomeonepaysmyway,
·Women's Basketball: XU vs. Hanover, Fieldhouse, 7
on until Dec. IO If the $2000 has been· I'll go to Boston with her, but Otp.m.
collected by that time, LaRocca will tawa is t-00 far away."
Intramural Awards Banque!
appear at an afternoon happy ·hour
How did Julie become so good so
-John LaRocca, S.J., shown In what
may be one of his last moment-' ·iith I in the grill o~ Dec. 1~ - without his fast? If you ask her, she simply says
his beard.
Continued on ·page 12 ''just lucky I guess."
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Hindu gets taste·of the West

Campus Calendar
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faraway

Frosh run.ni:ng in ·Boston Marathon

LaRocca 10· shave beard
if the price i!t.right_.~.
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Reagan has· no "mand~te"
The election of Ronald Reagan to· the pretsidence 'Was in no·way a "mandate" for
anything. It was merely a beckoning for som~thing better than what the United States
has been subjected to for the .last four years.
·
Various political figures and. organizations have called Reagan's election a mandate
for a. movement tq the-right .in American politics.
·
·
It is outrageous that Edwin Meese, III, top counsel to the President-elect, even
suggested that he might ~eriously consider the proposals a,nnounced last Saturday by
the Heritage Foundation; a cQnservative research group. The· proposals for change
'include reviving the House Internal Security Committee, conducting clandestine
surveillance,of private citizen~, including "subversive" clergymen and journalists, and
. · abolishing affirmative action programs. · ·
·· · ·
.
. It is painfully significant that Meese did not immediately dismiss the Foundation's
proposals as ludicrous reactiOnary propaganda.
·
· In short the Heritage Foundatio·n advocated programs to putthe hands of government where they have no business being, and taking theni out of the place's they
belong, such as aiding the poor and underprivileged.
The people America put in the White House on Nov. 4 seem to be very receptive to
the kind of nonsense coming from the Heritage Foundation. If this receptivity grows
any fu~ther, America could take a· giant head-<;live backwards. And .iJ will take a long
.. ·time to recover.
·
·
·

--snc

.Hunger. is here:in Cincy too

1mon
(

Letter$ to th·e·editor-r---~\

Student commends· . a.m: and found the wing door still unlocked,
! while on Saturday the door remained locked
Speakers Committee . . ' until' digner-time and possibly all' day.
I would also like explained to me why tlte
for hypnotist Mapes ' 1980-82 school catalogue has pictures on and

-student voices variety
of grievances

Mulligan's S~ew-~··

in it from 1974 or'75. If our school is changing,
why shouldn't it be· represented as so? .
Lastly, when will our dorm rooms be
'comfortable to live in? We had called
maintenance and .they were supposed to have
adjusted the heating one day last week. No
change has bee·n noticed. Because of the
excessive heat, one of my plants has died, our
posters are curling up and falling off the walls, .
our skin is very dry, and we cannot. be
!comfortable· in our room without both the
window and door opened, which .·creates
breeze, but because of the cold air .is
unhealthy.
.
-Thank you for giving me a chance to voice
my grievances. Possibly somebody responsible for them will take action to correct them.

•1

To the editor:
· I would like to commend the Speakers
Committee, Student Senate and Student
Government Financial Board for theiiexcellent choice of hypnotist James Mapes on
Nov. 12 in the XU theater .
I was impressed by his use of the entire
audience in bi's two-and-one-half hour
"show." Not only was it an extremely
·•entertaining experience but an ed ucationa~ one
as well. Mapes ma:de us aware of the brilliance
of the human mind and the vast amount of·
information that is yet to be discovered about
.
it.
·
We are here at Xavier for a· formal and wellrounded education with which we were
provi'ded on Wednesday night by being .
exposed to James Mapes and hypnosis.
. Thanks again !o those who are responsible for.
.the appearance of this talented entertainer, a·
tasteful and beneficial choice for Xavier
students. Keep up the good work.

Tha:nksglvrng is almost here. Once_ again nutritionally balanced meals.·~
.
The "Meals ~m Wheels" program was set
we'll get to stuff ourselves to the 1iniit of gluttony . with· some good home-cooked food. to help alleviate this problem.· Meals are
Turkey and dressing, cranberry sauce, cream- delivered by two-person teams, a driver iln'1 a
ed com - the list goes ·on and on;
· runner. These teams are volunteers who cover
When you sit down forthis-feast, perhaps . their own transportation costs. Sant~ Maria
you could takea momentfo~prayer_. Pray that also sees to·it that children who stay in its day
the peopJe who will not have such a meal will care facilities get breakfast, a hot nutritionally
. have some food on their tables.
balanced lunch, and an afternoon snack.
· Sister Jane believes that the cause of hunger
in tlie United States is economical, because
"people. just don't have enough money for
RANDAL
food." This problem is made worse in poor
neighborhoods by a la.ck of transportation to
Julie Syring
get to the big supermarkets, higher prices at
McCRAVY
small neighborhood stores, and the lack of
free coupons and samples of fc;>od.
Sister had a lot to say about the role of
students in alleviating hunger in Cincinnati.
There ·should be no question iii anyone's She said that students should strive for a better
To the editor:
mind that hunger exists in the world today. perception of the problems of htlnger and
t' am writing to you because I am sick of all
Y 01,1 cinly have fo look to Cambodia, India, or malnutrition. "Each of you should look
the inefficiences that occur on campus
many other countries to become painfully around and see how many students in the
without actions .taken to correct them.
aware that not everyone has the luxury of a dorms or commuting_are going hungry or not
· First, I would like to know if it is true that
simple meal according to 'our standards, much eating enough good foods." Along with that,
over the summer Xavier hired a· carpet
less a Thanksgiving feast. · .
_
students should r.eview their own eating habits
cl!Mlipany to ·re-carpet both wings of fifth floor
You do not even have to move that far to see to determine if they are eating good foods.
Kuhlman and if it is true that the company
hunger in the world. There are people in our
Ultimately, ·though, she· believes that
laid a i:iew rug on 5 West, ripped it up, and laid
own country who don't.have enough food to students will have to begin to do without a liteat. Just take a look here in our own city of , tie in order to giveto the poor. "If you could go · down another new rug with 5 East remaining
untouched. J would also like to know if our
Cincinnati.
without two or three cans of pop a week, or
tuitions or general. fees went towards the
Sister Jane Chapel knows that hunger exists one can of pop. and a pack of cigarettes, you
payment of that error.
.
here. A native of the Queeri City, she is the.ex- could save over one dollar to donate to the
Second; .I would like to know why, when the
ecutive director of the Santa Maria Communi- .hungry.".
ty Services, a private, voluntary social service'
We should listen to what. Sister Jane. company replacing the windows is finished for
a· week Qr even a day, they don't properly
agency. Santa Maria provides neighborhood · suggests; she knows how much foqcl is needed
discard ~he older, usually broken panes of
services such as "Meals on Wheels" for senior in Cincinnati. There are many ways that we
glass and their frames. This is an obvious
citizens and the handicapped, family counsel- can tighten our belts in order to give to the
ing, and job placement, among others. It runs hungry. There is probably a different way for
safety hazard that should be taken care of.
On Nov. 14, near midnight, I. was kept
n(:ighborhood centers in Lower and East Price each person who·wants to make the effort,
Hill and In the Over-the Rhine area.
awake for a period of 10 to 15 minutes by the
·
Do not just save the money for yourself crashing of glass every two minutes. Knowing
Sister Jane defines hunger in iwo ways. She give it to the poor and the hungry. If you
that the glass is·rright outside of Hµsman's
believes, that "hunger can mean simply not believe that it is not your responsibility to
having enough .food." She sees manfpeople in 'work to feed the hungry throughout the world,
office; I was surprised that I had to .call them to
alert them of these disturbances. _Upon.
each .neighborhood where Santa Maria work to feed the hungry in the United States.
:hearing the clatter for about the eighth or
operates who do not have enough money for Remember,. thol,lgh: hunger is hunger; no
food. Theii: food budgets · are shrinking matter where it is, people are suffering.
ni.!1th time, I again checked my window to see
because of the rising costs of food and utilities.
if I c.ould see who was doing it. But at that time
There are ot)ler ways you can help. The Ox.,.
While these costs rise, the in conies of many of fam America fast is going on today on camdirectly below my window on 5 East, I saw
the residents of the communities remain fixed. pus. Don't eat today, and give the money you
two guys lay down some. panes .of glass from
She said "not a week goes by that we do not would normally spend on food to Ox-fam
out of their car trunk, hop in.to the car, and
have people coming in without enough money America. This organization works to alleviate · drive away. I called 3201 and the girl called
for food, espe<;:ially at the end of the month hunger throughout the world.
·
Kuhlman's office, who alerted Security,
when money from fixed incomes·begins to run
who noted that. the glass was the type being
. Student Development will also be sponout." When these people come to the agency, soring a drive to collect cans of food. The food
installed and possibly someone was trying to
they are referred to emergency food agencies collected will be given to the Parochial Family
steal. it. I'd hoped that something would be
like the Free Store or the St. Vincent DePaul Center, which distributes food to needy
done, at least the glass removed. B'ut as of
Nov. 16, even those new panes of glass are
families in this area.
Society.
.
Sister Jane also sees the "other side of the·
Thanksgiving is a holiday during which we
lying there posing another safety hazard.
hunger coin: not having the right kind of give thanks for what we have. Perhaps the best
I would also like to ask that' the grad1,1ate
food." .She sees this across socio-economic way we could give thanks would be to share
assistants. keep on their toes a bit more. On
lines. "Many people don't reali~e the need for what we have with tho.se who,.have need.
two separate nights i've come home. after I

up
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Claire Bajczyk

"Why ha~e a.'.piaito
if it can't be 'played?"
To the editor: ·
Question: When js a piano not a piano?
Answer: When it sits in the· Xavier
University Center (XUC) lobby. Then it's not
a. piano but merely a piece of decoration.
· Pianos by definition are to be played, while
decoration is to be viewed: Lately, ohe has
only been able to view the piano in the XUC
lobby.
The polic.y of no piano' playing between 9
.:a.ni.. - 5 p.m. is reasonable. The.Information
'.Desk needs to answer phone calls without
·someon~ banging "Chopsticks" in the
background. The restrictions on ·piano
playing are also understandable when·
meetings are in progress or during finals week.
The last several times I've inquired about a,
·'.'No piano playing tonight" sign, however, the
1
only reason given to me by the desk attendant
!was simply, ''I don't feel like hearing it."
After a hard day of studying or working, I
need to unwind a little. The piano in the·
:Terrace Room doesn't pedal properly, and the
. one.in Kuhlman's T.V. lounge is terribly out
of tune and usually unavailable. This leaves
the piano in the XUC lobby, where piano
.playing is allowed at "the discretion of the
desk attendant."
·
I find it totally unfair (as well as frustrating)
~that I'm denied the pleasure of piano playing
simply because someone who is being paid to
watch T. V. behind the desk doesn't "feel like
hearing it." I would suggest that Xavier
c.hange its piano policy to read "at the
reasonable' discretion of the desk attendant"
or that the piano be moved 'to another
location. Why have a piano if it• can't be
·played?

Licki~g

.
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V-ballers third in- state. tourney

COOP·'S SCOOP
Who'sStaak fooling?"

Sports Reporter

. By TERRY COOPER
· •

Sports Editor

The Musketeers' record stood at 8-18 last spring, but a lot has
happened to the team s.ince then. Bob Staak is no loriger a firstyear head coach. Anthony Hicks, Jon Hanle·y, David
Anderson and Dwight Hollins are no longer newcomers. Steve .
. Woffno longer makes the bench fook nice. Tom Condon cart be
seen more than just in Alter Hall and Dexter Bailey, Victor
Fleming, Jeff Jenkins and John Shimko do not go to high
school ariy longer.
The. team has potential this year. They have the experience
wi.th Gary Massa. They finally possess some· depth through the
middle and they have an excellent play-maker in Anthony
Hicks. The potential is there to have a winner, but if one talks to
Bob ..!?taak and asks him about his outlook on the season, he
will say nothing more than "I don't know." I say he is fooling
himself.
Staak is confident with the players he has. He is also ·
confident in their abilities and in the way in which they have
improved. 'To say that he does not believe 'in this team is
ludicrous! He believes in them. He just does not want to be too
optimistic. I think that i's quite impossible. First of all, it is not
too hard to improve upon an 8-18 record. Secondly, itis riot too
· hard to improve upon a ~ast place finish in the Midwestern City'
Conference. (I am sure that they will be able to win at least one
game in the COJ?.ference this season.) And thirdly, how can a
coach not improve on the lack of strength of last year's bench?
In light of this, how Staak can be too optimistic about the.
season is a mystery to me.
.
The reason· why Staak "does not know" about this year's
Muskfos is because he is worried. Although he will not admit it,
he is under extreme pressure to win. This is his second. year as
the Muskie mentor and he literally has a lot to accomplish and
although he has a great team working for him, he just does not
want to jump the gun and say how good they really are. I say
give hiin a month. After that you will see an exuberant Staak,
not just a quiet guy who "does. not know."

gave

Hockey club
maintains
perfect record
By JOHN SUMMERS
Sports Reporter

The young Xavier hockey club
maintained its perfect record in
league competition Tuesday night,
bowing to the Cincinnati Steamers
in action ·at the Dixie Ice Bowl in
Fort Wright, Ky.
, The Muskie skaters opened the
scoring when Frank Casale took a
centering pass from junior wing·
John Kielick. Other Xavier scoring
, ·came early in the second period off
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the stick of Mike Constantini. The
powerful front line of Kielick, ConWednesday, November 19, .1980: S,~ntin1, ~nd Casale c<?mbin~ in the
Xavier News;
·
··
• ·third period for Xavier's thJrd and

orts
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Swimme·rs' ·outl·ook
optimistic on success'.
,

· .

--·

·
·
·. Tµrner, a flyer, to contribute a lot to
Sports Reporter
the team.
As the swim season quickly apThe women's team will be led by
proaches, first-year coach· Denise co-captains Mary Kendrick and
Counts is optimistic that the men's Peggy Reagan. The women have
and women's•teams will turn in a added iwo outstanding freshman to
winning record. "Generally speak- the program, Cheryl Wake, a
ing,';· Coach Counts said, "both the graduate of Sycamore High School
men's and women's team records who went to the state championships
should improve over last year.'' The last year, :and Martha Stenson; a
men finished last season with a 7-6 graduate of. Newark Catholic in
mark, while the women turned in a 5- c·olumbus whose best events are the
IOO-backstroke and the IOO6 record.
butterfly.
·
·~Everybody," stated Counts, "has
~The men's team will be led this
year by co~captains Rick Martin and something to offer to the team. Our
-Lou Murdock. Martin's best event is strongest suit this year will be. our
the 200-breaststroke, while Mur- depth.'.'
dock's; is the 500-freestyle.--Coadi.
The first meet for the teams will be
Counts is· alsci counting on Shawn an inter-squad blue/white meet toO'Brien, a breaststroker, and ·Mike day at 4 p.m. at the Sports Center.
By ALAN PARRA

1

.Although Dayto'n is ranked second,

tender for the state fmals."
Wright State beat them .in four
Senior Ann· Haas, one of tlie .
Seeded ~ird behind Wright State ga1pes, whilewelostonlyafter5. The team's strongest hitters and a good
and Dayton, the women's.volleyball Wright State coach was very com:. . ci!nter blocker, made the all-star
team made it official by beating both plimentary about ourperformarice." team in ·Division II, the first time
Y. oungstown and Mount Saint
In a consolation match on Satur- · ever for .a Xavier player. ·.
Joseph, but fell to Wright State and day, Xavier defeated Mount Saint
Dayton at the Ohio Association of Joseph 15-ll and 15~8. For these"The team was really psyched to
Intercollegiate Sports for Women cond time this year,· the ladies hear that," observed Condit, "but I
State Tournament last weekend.
. defeated the Mount, a team that thinkthere'sanotherplayerwhoalso
Held at Wright State University,.· Xavier_ had previously never been should have made it. I'm a little prethe Friday matches were done by able to beat. The vic~ory gave the · judiced, but Nancy Brakers had .an
team pools with Youngstown as Muskies third place in Ohio.
unbelievable weekend. I think ·she
Xavier's first opponent. Xavier
"The team really picked was overlooked because of her size,
defeated them 15-3 and 16-14. The themselves up well,'' remarked Con- but her ability is just incredible. ·
· next team in the pool· was number dit. "After losing against Wright and Karen Russell, another senior, was
two ranked Dayton, which defeated · Dayton, they-took their frustrations really effective in both hitting and
out on the Mount. I'm very b.appy blocking. She had the best weekend
the Muskies .9-15, 15-10 and 7-15.
The single elimination matches about the season. Winning third of her four years. Terry Tombragle
were held on Saturday. · The V- place in· the s'tate tournament. is also had a fantastic defensive game,
ballers' opponent was top ranked terrific,especiallywhenyouconsider she was just great. She was injured
Wright State. The ladies took them thaf this season we played eight earlier in the season, but has really
to the fifth game in the semi-fmal teams that we previously have never helped us through."
·
match, but were defeated 16-14, 7- knocked off before. Now everybody
The ladies finished off the seas6n
15, 15-9, 4-15 and 7-15.
knows that we are definitely a con- with a 29-9 record.
"We took them to the wire," said
Coach Carolyn Condit. "To tell you
the truth we
-Wright State the
best game they had all weekend.
By JIM BA"1TER

·

···-·-~
Jon Lipson Photo

A LITTLE TRAFFIC JAM ... The Xavier and UC rugby teams struggle for
position to maintain possession of the ball last .Saturday. See story, page 9.

---'------ill
press,..._·
.
_·.·
fo~~he~~=!~hardandscoredfour.

Unfortunately, they scored more,"

~:~~~ted

The playoffs for the CO-RECREATIONAL .VOLLEYBALL league will
senior.left ~ing ·T~m · take place on Nov.. 18-19 and Dec. 2-3.
The XU skaters are stdl lookmg
In the Tuesday evening'league, the· "Hollywood Spikers" (4-l), the
_ for their first victory of the season. "Weazels" (4-l), the "Spikers" (4-0), the "Fighting Fifths" (3-2), the "Tiny
The. club competes every Tuesday · Gorillas" (4-0), and the "Misfits" (3-1), will all advance to the playoffs.
night at the Dixie Ice Bowl in Fort
In the Wednesday evening league, the "Slammers"(S-0), "ELBA #2"(3-2),
Wright. Anyone interested in joining the "Mixers".(4-1), the·"Dragoris" (3-2), the "PR Bombers" (4-1), the
the club, contact Tom McPike at "Boricuas" (4-1), and· the "Lovable Lushe.s #2" (3-2), will advance to the
745-3918.
playoffs.
, ..
~~~filjfg]JU~~WJ]r@lfij~~~[lljglliif@ij~~~!rn~J@J~!I@

TRI CITY FUN HARBOR
COUNTRY BANDS-W.ED. & SUN. 9:o·o-2:00
TOP 40 BANDS-FRI. &··sAT. 9:00-3:00

HAPPY HO,UR

FRIDAY & SA.TURDAY 3:30 - 9:30

Skydiving

ON THE- RIVER»
ROUTE 8, NEWPORT KY
One Bl,ock East of .Golden Arch .Bridge

Did you ever want to JUMP
out. of an: airplane?
If the' answer to that question is YES ~ call us at...

GREENE cduNTY SPORT
PARACHUTE.·CENTER

FREE ADMISSION WITH COLLEGE ·ID

- Monroe 51ding Rd.
Xenia, Ohio
513-376-9293
372-q116

__ . . . . . Jump at your own risk. ,

l --

MUST BE 21
_. .

,t

.............-..-.-.-.....-~-......-...............-• ._._......- - - I ·IDQfilrnfili!filfij~~~@JJ[@lf@;~~!!f[£lliifg]JU~ l!::!.11.!::!Jl!::i
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·More '~co.mplete'.' squad
.fo.r m~n this· year
.

,:

·.

By TERRY COOPER
Sports Editor.

1980-81 MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM (I tor): Front~Jon Ha~ley, Davi~ Anderson, Dwight Hollins, Coach Bob Staak,
Gary Massa, Broderick Dow, Joe Schoenfeld, Anthony Hicks. Back....:.Graduate assistant Jim Chellls, Asst. Coach
Tom Crowley, Steve Wolf, John Shimko, Victor Fleming, Tom Condon, Jeff Jenkins, Dexter Balley, Asst. Coach
Wayne Morgan; Asst. Athletic Director Tom Orth, and Trainer Terry Koffler.
·

Dwight Holllns
David Anderso·n
Senior forward, ht: 6-7, wt: 200, .from Youngstown,
Ohio. Anderson was the only Muskie to start all 26
games last' year. He led the team in rebounds per .game
(7.6) and was fourth in scoring (12.I ppg). He was
selected the co-MVP last year with Gary Massa, and
was the· Hudepohl Beer MVP in the victory over UC.
He came to Xavier from Lorain County Community
College, where he averaged 14.9 points and I I.I
rebounds per game.

-Senior forward, ht: 6-6, wt: 210, from Cleveland
Heights, Ohio. One of last year's co-captains, Hollins
came on at the end of the year with his physical style of
play, with a 19-point, nine-rebound effort against ·
Loyola and a 21-point performance in the MCC
tourney game against Oklahoma City. He started 14
games last year and led the regulars in field goal percentage, hitting 59.4 percent of his shots. He averaged.9.8
points per .game.

Jeff Jenkins

Dexter Bailey

Freshman 'forward, ht: 6-8Yz, wt: 190, froni Newark,
N.J. Jenkins averaged l5 points and· 12 rebounds for
Freshman forward, ht: 6-_4, wt: 175, from Cincinnati.
Weequahic High School. He was selected to·· the
Bailey, the Class-A player of the' year in the state of
Converse AII.-Americari team, as well as the all-City and·· ·
Ohio, averaged 20 points and I 2 rebounds- last year in·
all-state teams. He was also the MVP in the Hamilton
pacing Summit Country Day to the Class-A state finals
and a 26-2 record. He was selected first team all-state, a · · County. Christmas tournament and was the winner of
the slam-dunk contest in the Buffalo Roundball .
"Basketball Weekly" all-American, and was named the
Classic;
Cinc~nnati Enquirer's player of the ye~r in Cincinnati.

Staak does not see the freshmen's lack of experience as being a major
problem, but he feels that unless· they do feel comfortable with his system of'
play, ii could prove to be an obstacle to the team's success: '.'I can't foresee
'any problems with the recruits,,; said Staak.
.
"The veterans are helping them and .they seem to be adapting real well to
the system. My only 'concern is in how long it will take them to feel entirely
comfortable."
·
·
Although the Muskies will continue their fast-paced styfo of play with the
use of the motion offense, the emphasis this year has been placed on defense.
· "We've really been concentrating on defense this year," Staak stated. "I'm
confident with the progress they've made with their defensive play,,especially .
Hanley who has come a long way.".
.
The team presents a more "complete" squad this"year, according to Staak.
He feels that the experience of the veterans.combined with the talents of the
new.recruits will provide not only an exciting but much improved squad.
"Last year we played in spurts a lot," explained Staak. "We had trouble
sticking to our game plan which created a)ot of problems with the system's
flow .. This. year I think '!e hav.e. ~he depth :to ·be a facior:.in·the :league.''.
The team had problems on the. road last year as they were only able to win
one game. Staakfeels that the.team is more cohesive this year and that their
increased depth will only increase their abilities to play more competitivel.y.

Gary Massa

Tom Condon
Senior center, ht: 6-9, wt: 225, from· Northbrook, Ill.
Condon spent the 77-78 se~son on the University of
Pennsylvania freshman squad, where he averaged six
points and five rebounds a game. During· his
.sophomore year, he averaged three. points and two
rebounds a game, as Penn - with Bob Staak as
. assistant coach - went to the final four. Condon
attended Xavier last year and carried a 3.8 gpa, while
majoring in economics.

Broderick Dow
Senior guard, ht: 6-2, '.wt: 185, from Jackson, Miss.·
Without a whole lot of hoopla, Dow scooted into 24
games last year, and managed to pull down 30
rebounds. His efforts were rewarded by being named.
the team's co-most improved player, an honor he
shared with Joe Schoenfeld. Dow, an accounting
major, was National Merit finalist and a member of
the National Ho~or Society in high school.

a

Victor Fleming Freshman guard, ht: 6-6, wt: 170, from Long Island
City, N.Y. Fleming, who was all-New York City,
averaged U points and six_ assists last year for Long
Island City High Schqol, in. Long Island City, New
York. He was also named to the '!Basketbali Weekly".
all-American team. Fleming chose to ·attend Xavier
after being heavily recruited by St. John's, Marquette
·
and Florida.

Jon Hanley

_

Junior forward, ht: 6-8, wt: 210, from Hermosa Beach,
Calif. Hanley led the Muskies last' year with his 18.4
scoring average. He hit a season high of 29 points
against Air Force and Oklahoma City, and topped 20
points on nine occasions last year. He shot 48.8 percent
from the field and 70. I percent from the fouHine. His
finest game, though, may have come against Dayton,
when he led the Muskies to victory with ·28 points and
14 rebounds.

Anthony Hicks

·'

· The Xavier Musketeers will officia.lly open the 1980-81 basketball season
on Monday; D~c. I against Union College at 8 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
· · The team returns under second-year head coach Bob Staak with forwards
Jon Hanley (18.4ppg), G~ry Massa(l4.6ppg), David Anderson(l2.I pg, 7;6
reb.) and Dwight .Hollins (9.8 ppg). With th~ loss of former player K_!!ith·
Walker, the only returning guard is Anthony Hicks (12.8 ppg), Who as a
freshman saw more playing time last season than anyone. The other guard
· spot will most probably be filled by Steve Wolf, who sat out last season after
transferring from North Carolina State.
.
.
On the "national letter ofintentday," Staak signed recruits Jeff Jenkins, a
6-8!/i Converse All-American from Newark, New Jersey; John Shimko, a 6-5
all-state guard from Cleveland, Ohio, St. Ignatius; and Victor Fleming, a 6-6
all-city guard from New York City, A week later, Tom Condon, a 6-9, 225pound center, who transferred from the University of Pennsylvania last fall,
·signed w.ith the Muskies. Staak then received a national letter of intent from
•· the player of. the year in Cincinnati, Dexter. Bailey, a 64 forward from
·
Summit Country Day School. ·
The veterans will be the primary source of the team's success this year, but
the real test will be in the effectiveness of the bench. :
... "I thought we had a goodyear of recruiting, "stated Staak. "We have more
depth to the team:this year, especially throug)l the middle, and I think that
will enable us to· be more· competitive."·

.

Sophomore guard, ht: 6-0, w': 175, from Birmingham,
Ala. Hicks led the team in minutes played (879) and in
steals (54). He was third in scoring ( 12.8) and second in
assists (115). Hicks saved some of his better games last
year for the tougher foes, as he hit 26 - his season high
- against Detroit, 24 against Oklahoma City and 20
against Notre Dame. He shot47.4.percent from the field
and 76.5 percent from the foul line, while pulling dowQ
just under three rebounds a game.

Senior forward, ht:- 6-7, wt: 205, from Cincinnati.
Massa '.worked on rebounding last year for an
average of 6.4 per game - up from 3.5 a year
ago. He finished last year with his best
'shooting percentage. ever (52.7 percent) and
with ·his highes~ average ever (14.6). He
scored over 20 points on three occasions last
year, . with his season-high being a i5 point
· performance agiiinst Oklahoma City. With his
excellent season last year, h~ was· selected
the team's co-MVP, with David Anderson.

Joe Schoenfeld
Senior guard, ht: 6-3Yz,. wt: 160, from Cincinnati.
After seeing time in just 13 games in two years,
Schoenfeld clocked . into 23 games last year
and logged 204 minutes of playing time. His
scrappy style of play earned him the . co-most
improved player, with · Broderick Dow. Schoen~
feld's finest game ·of his career came last
seas.on when he notChed six points and pulled
down seven rebouni:Is in 2i · minutes in Xavier's·
consofation game .victory over Columbia in the
West Virginia Classic.

··John Shimko
Freshman guard-forward, ht: 6-5, wt: 195, from Baltimore, Md.
At St. Ignatius High_ ·School in Cleveland,
Ohio, Shimko averaged 22 points per game and
helped his team, . to the regional finals and a
20-6 record. He was selected to the first team
all-state by· both AP and UPI in the AAA Class.
He was also all-city in Cleveland, and was
named the Northeast district player of the
year,.

Steve Wolf
Sophomore guard, ht: 6-4, wt: 200, from Cincinnati ..
Wolf played a year of basketball at North Carolina
State University before transferring to
Xavier last year, where he spent the season
cheering ,from the bench. He was -honored ·with.
the Connie Brown Memorial award last year as
the ·team's most inspirational player. At St.
Xavier High School he was a McDonald's AllAmerican, all-state and all-city selection.
His senior year he averaged '17 points, five
steals, five assists and seven rebounds .and was
·the Greater Cincinnati League player of
. the year.
., 1

·1980-81 Men's .Basketball
Nov.19

wrid.

TEAM FIAT OF ENGLAND

Fieldhouse

Dec•. 1

Mon.

UNION

Fieldhouse

8p.m.

Dec. 4

Thurs.

THOMAS MORE

Fieldhouse

· 8p.m.

OHIO WESl:EYAN

Fieldhouse

8p.m.

Philadelphia, Pa.

9p.m.

Dec. 8

Mon.

!Jee. 10

Wed.

Dec.13

Sat.

Dec. 22

Mein.

-·at LaSalle
• MIAMI
at Louisiana State

8p.m.

Riverfront Coliseum

2 p.m.

Baton Rouge, La.

8:30 p.m.

Dec. 29·30 Mon.-Tues.

at Lobo Classic

Albuquerque, N.M.

9:30 p.m.

Jan. 6

Tues:

at.Holy Cros11

Worcester, Mass.

7:30 p.m.

Jan. 10

Sat.

DAYTON

Riverfront Coliseum

8p.rri.

Jan. 12

Mon.

at Oral Roberts

Tulsa, Okla.

8:30 p.m.

· at Oklahoma City

Jan. 14

·Wed.

Jiin.17

Sat.

at.Butler

Indianapolis, Ind.

8 p.m.

·Jan. 19

Mori.

at Loyola

Chicago, Ill.

9 p.m.

Oklahoma City, Okla.· 8:30 p.m.

Jan. 22

Thurs.

OKLAHOMA CITY

Fieldhouse

8p.m.

Jan. 24

Sat.

at Detroit

Detroit, Mich.

8:05 p.m.

Jan. 26

Mon.

MARQUETTE

Riverfront Coliseum

8p.m.

Jan. 28.

Wed.

ORAL ROBERTS

Riverfront Coliseum

8p.m.

Feb. 4

Wed.

at Evansville

Evansville, Ind.

8:35 p.m.

Feb. 7·

Sat.

BUTLER

Fieldhouse

2p.m.

Feb. 10

Tues.

at Marquette

Milwaukee, Wis.

9p.m.

Feb. 14

Sat.

LOYOLA

Riverfront Coliseum

2p.m.

Feb. 18

Wed.

at Cincinnati

Riverfront Coliseum

8 p.m.

Feb. 22

Sun.

at Dayton

Dayton, Ohio

2:15p.m.

Feb. 25

Wed.

CLEVELAND STl',TE

Fieldhouse

8 p.m.

Feb. 28

Sat.

EVANSVILLE

Fieldhouse

2 p.m.

March 3·8

. MCC Tournament
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Ladies have ·year
of "b~st .recruiting".

.

.

-·

By· TERRY C90PER
.

.·

Sport• Editor

·

With the best year of recruiting that head coach Laurie Massa has ever ·
had, the Lady Musketeers open their 1980-81 season·on Monday, Dec. l,
against Thomas More College at 6 p.m. in the Fieldh_ouse. .
The ladies played against a much higher caliber of competition last year,
but this season it looks as if they will be able to seriously compete with the
other Division II schools. "It's not going to b·e easy," stated Coach Massa,
"but this J>eing our second year jn Division II, I .do believe that we'll be more
competitive, and I dori'.t think we'll .be giving away games like we did last
year."
·
· ·
· · .
Much of the team's success will be due to the four returning starters, Ann
Haas, Beth Hake, Karen Ohe and Karen Niehoff. "We're a young team,"
stated Massa. "The only upperclassmen on the team are Ann and Beth, so
we'll be relying on them, along with Karen Ohe and Karen-Niehoff for
lead,ership."
.
·
Massa has had her best recruiting year ever as she was able to bring six
freshmen into the program whom she feels are very talented.
"There's an increased sense of competition this year," stated Massa. "The
new girls have fit real well into the system and are putting all out," she
continued. "They want to play and they want to start, which has increased
every.body's desire to play."
The team's desire to succeed has stimulated the drives of the veterans and
now they too show that they want to start.
·
"Beth Hake is the most improved player since September,'' Massa said.
"She's really playing to her potential and she's been a good example fQr the
rest of the girls who have also improved a great deal."
The optimistic attitude and increased abilities of the team this year have
·enabled them to switch from a zone to a man-to-man defense. Massa felt
that this change was warranted because of the problems th~y had with the
zone last year and has subsequently shifted her emphasis from that type of
defense. She said the squ.ad's offense should also be more effective because
there are no longer any non~shooters on the team.
.
·
"'The girls' shooting abilities have ·enabled us to run a motion offense,"
stated Massa. "This provides for a moving perimeter which takes a· Jot of
p_ressure off the point guard to run the offense."
Joan ·Connolly's old spot of point guard will be filled by Chris Hart, a 5-8
freshman from Kettering Alter. Hart has recently injured her knee, but no
real problem exists and Massa feds that she will be in top condition within a ·
month. In the meantime, Beth Hake or Cindy Turney will take the helm.
"Since I don't coach volleyball any longer," Massa said, "I've been able to
devote more time to basketball. My increased involvement has enabled me to
get to know.the girls a: lot better arid this has'helped their attitude a lot/"
Massa is very optimistiC abo.ut ·the season and -feels that a -.500 reeor~ is
really underestimating the talents of this year's 'team.· · . ·
·.
"We've really improved," declared Massa. "The girls really ~ant it this
year and they're out to win."
·
·
·

1980-81 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM (I tor): Front·- Karen Niehoff, Maureen_ Nolan; Karen Ohe, Coach Laurie
Ma11a Cindy Turney, Ann Haas, Beth Hake. Back - Barb Allanson, Jo Ann Osterkamp, Judy Smith, Ann Clai:ke, Anne
· Ford, Chris , Hart, Teri Tombragel, Asst. Coach B.arb Donova~. 1

Barb· Allanson
Freshman guard, ht: 5-5, from University Heights,
Ohio. Allanson averaged 14 points, five rebounds and
eight .steals a· game for Regina High School, in
suburban Cleveland last year. She is a high school team1;~~~ of Anri Clarke and will seetimeatpointguard this

Ann Clarke

.

·Freshman center, ht: 6-0, from Euclid, Ohio. Clarke is
the Muskies' first ·six-footer under Coach Laurie
Massa. She averaged 19.2 points and 16.l rebounds at
Regina High School, in Euclid_, Ohio. For two years,
she was·named all"city in Clevelan~ and was named allscholastic two .years in a row by !the C/e-veland Plain
' Dealer.
·
·

Anne.Ford.

.

Freshman forward, ht: 5-9, from Louisville, Ky~ Ford
averaged 14.4 points and 10.6 rebounds at Assumptfon
High. School, ,in Louisville, Ky. She was ali-city, allregion, and all-district in Louisville. She also helped her
·team to the district and regional titles this year.

Ann Haas
Senior forward, ht: 5-8, from Cincinnati. Haas set a
Muskie record last year for most rebounds in a season
·when she pulled down 231, for a 10.0 average. Her 257 .
points last year ( 11.2 ppg) ra~ed her second i_n scoring.
and.fourth on the all-time list for points in a season. She.
was the Muskies' MVP last"year and the MVP in the UC
game. She played center last year, but will see time at
forward this season.
·

Beth Hake

1980-81 Women's Bilsketball
Dec."!

Mon.

THOMAS_MORE

Fieldhouse

··sp.m.

Dec. 5

Fri.

at Maryville College

St. Louis, Mo.

8p.m.

Dec. 8

Sat.

at St. Louis University

St. Louis, Mo.

7:30 p.m.

Dec.9

Tues.

HANOVER COLLEGE

Fieldhouse

7p.m.

Dec.11

Thurs.

at Spalding College

Louisville; Ky.

7p.m.

Dec.16

Tues.

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

Fieldhouse

7p.m.

Jen. 2·3

Frl.-Set.

at Midway Invitational

Midway, Ky.

Jen. 5

Mon.

DUKE UNIVERSITY

Fieldhouse

3p.m.

Jen. 9

Fri.

UNIVERSITY OF AKRON

Fieldhouse

7p.m.

Jen. 10

Set.

at Ohio Northern University

/')da, Ohio

Jen. 13

Tues.

CENTRAL ·STATE. UNIVERSITY Fieldhouse

7p.m.

Jan. 15

Thurs.

at Wiimington

Wiimington, Ohio

6:30 p.m •.

Jen. 17

Sat. .

CLEVELAND STATE

Fieldhouse

4p.m.

Jen, 19

Mon.

at Loyola

· Chicago, Ill.

..Sp.m.

Jen.22

Thurs.

MOUNT ST. JOSEPH

Fieldhouse

.. 6p.m.

3p.m.

_Jan. 26

Mon.

CEDARVILLE

Riverfront Coliseum

..6p.m.

Jan. 30

Fri.

at Youngstown State

Youngstown, Ohio

7p.m.

Jan. 31

Sat.

at John Carroll University

Cleveland, Ohio

2p.m.

Feb. 5

Thurs.

GEORGETOWN

Fieldhouse

7p.m.

Feb. 7

Set.

OHIO DOMINICAN

Fieldhouse

.. 4p.m.

Feb. 10

Tues.

RIO GRANDE

Fieldhouse

6p.m.
..6p.m:.

Feb. 18.

Wed.

CINCINNATI

Riverfront Coliseum

Feb; 22·

Sun.

at University of Dayton

Dayton, Ohio

..4p.m.

Feb. 24

Tues.

EASTERN KENTUCKY

Fieldhouse

7p.m.

Feb. 28

Sat.

BEREA COLLEGE

Fieldhouse

..4p.m.

March 5·7

Thurs.-Sat.

OAISW State Tournament

Dayton, Ohio·

• Times to be announced

• • Dou_bleheader

Junior Guard, ht: 5-7, from Milfo~d, Ohio. Hake holds
the Muskie record for inost points. in a season when she
scored 415, in 1978-,79, her freshman year. She led the!
team in scoring the last two seasons, hitting 17.6 last
year and 18.0 the year before, She already holds the
·career high for most total points, 820, after only two .
·years. She also led the team in steals last year with 54.
Her 45.9 percent from the field last year ranks second
best in XU history.

~lass district championship. She hit S6 percent from thf;
.field and 70 percent at _the foul line last year.

Karen Ohe
Sophomore forward, ht: 5-9, from Cincinnati. 0 he w11s
. voted the best defensive player last year by the coaches.
She was second in rebounding with 201, for an 8.7
average. This enabled her to become the second player
in Muskie history to pull down over 200 rebounds in a
season-Haas finished with 231.
"

Jo Ann Osterkamp
Freshman guard, ht: 5-9; from Cincinnati. Osterkamp
was named all-city the last two. years by both The .
Cincinnati Enquirer and The Cincinnati .. Post . .She
averaged 22 ppg for Seton High School last year. She
shot 43 percent from the field and 75 percent at the foul
'line and also handed out six: assists per game.

Karen Niehoff
Sophomore forward-center, ht: 5-8, from Cincinnati.
Niehoff was third in scoring (7.2 ppg) and third in
rebounding (7 .6 rpg) last year, and set the record for the
highest field goal ·percentage in a season with a 4~. 7
percent mark.· She played high school ball at Our Lady
of Angels, under Muskie volleyball coach, Carolyn
Condit.

· · Maureen Nolan

Sophomor~: forward, ht: 5-7, from Miami, Fla.' Nolan
saw limited action last season, but she managed to play
in 21 games. She has a nice jump shot and averaged two
points per game last year. She shot 56 percent at the foul
line and is expected to see time at the wing position this
year.

Judy Smith
Freshman. guard, ht: 5-10, from Cincinnati. Smith_,
help~ her Oak Hills team to th_e league championship
(Hamilton County League) the last three years, a
district title the last two and a regional runner-up· spot
last year. She averaged 10.7 points and 9.1 rebounds
last year. She was all-league and _honorable mention allcity last year.
·
-

Chris Hart

Cindy Tµrney

Freshman guard, ht: 5-8,.from Columbus, Ohio. Hart
was all-city in Dayton and honorable mentfon all-state
from Kettering Alter last year. She averaged 15 points,
eight assists, four rebounds and 10 steals per game last
_year. S_!te helped Alter to a 24-_1 season and the AAA

Soph·omore guard, ht: 5-6, from Cincinnati. Turney is a
transfer from Georgetown College, Ky. She joined the
team at the start of the" second seme!!ter, and provided
an instant sp'ark. She will see time at point guard this
year. She had a 66. 7 percent from the foul line last year.·

X U-Dayton rivalry
to ~xchange _trophy
1

The Xavier-University of Dayton
Franklin Savings, of Cincinnati,
. (UD) rivalry which started in 1919 announced on Feb.·26, 1980, that in
was Xavier's first basketball season. recognition of and gratefulappreciaDayton was the only team they tion for the years of dedication,
played and Dayton w<:m 24-18. Since leadership and service that Tom
that game, the two teams have Blackbum and Jim McCafferty have
played 92 games. Dayton has won given to the University of Dayton
62; Xavier 30.
and Xavier University, respectively,
A new element of competition is tqat a· new trophy and award
being added to the 61-year basket- program be initiated with the first
ball rivalry between Xavier Univer~· meeting of the two teams this season,·
sity and the University of Dayton. It •which will be on Jan. 10 at Riveris the Blackburn - McCafferty front Coliseum in Cincinnati.
Tropl)y.
Continued on next page

Blackburn-McCafferty trophy

...an

·. ·e·.··.
.

.

Band
No halftime show is comp let~ without the sounds of a college band. Halftime shows not only·
entertain the audience, but also give the crowd a spark of energy going into the second half of the
game. The Xavier University Band uses music as their vehicle for spirit and let the spectators do
·the same .
."'We're responsible for the halftime shows at all home games,"stated:Mr. Soriano, director: of
the. bimd. "Six of the 12 home games will feature the Song Girls and the other six will vary
between the Xavier University/ Kings Island Clown Band and a few of the area high school drill
teams."
The band, compos~ oi approximately 50 Xavier students, opens the. games with the traditional "Star Spangled Banner" and also performs the music for some of the cheers. "We have a
few traditions among ourselves," commented Band Business Manager Jim Gresham. "We invite
alumni band members back to play during one of the games during tlie Christmas vacation."

.... " .. : .. <. ............... : :

Another band tradition involves the drum cadence during the last two minutes of game time;·.
in whi"h the percussion section of the band ha's been known to pick up the rhythm of the ball and
run with it.

Song Girls
Xavier basketball's halftime dance team, the Song Girls', will be back on the court for their
third s_eason this year. The student group has a new coach, Sandy Slaven, and six new dance~s.·
. Coach Slaven is an Elementary Education major at the University of Cincinnati and has:
studied ballet, tap and jazz for I 7 years. She has taught dance to young children for six years and,
has choreographed for various dance groups throughout the Cincinnati area.

bn this year's team, some for their second and third years, are.Captain Mary Lynn Broderick,
Co-captain Judy· Sullivan, Lori Lewis, Lynn Marie Swab, Regina Vaniglia, Michele Morris,
Cam Carr, Beth Brinkmann and Tammy Brinkmann. The new dancers are Donna Dresher, Kim
Carnes; Sheryl Ganser, Mary Margaret Carroll, Michelle Remiilard, and Mimi Q?Donnell.
· Slaven remarked that all the dancers are talented and "hard working. "ShefeeJs theirshowwiff
.·
be something for basketball fans to "look forward to" at halftime. .
The _SQng Girls'first sho'w wil~ be during the XU-Union gdm~ at ~he Fieldhouse on Dec: 1. Six
halfthne shows are. planned incorporating styles from disco to Broadway's "That's
Entertainment."

Cheerleaders·
The Xavier Uni'ver~ity cheerleade~s are ready to Ieac;_I ~he Musketeers to victory in the 1980-81
basketball season.
The cheerleaders, expap.ded to 12 members this year, have been practicing since early
September under the guidance of their new coach, Larry Rattermann.
Rattermann, a former Uni~ersity of Cincinnati cheerleader, hopes to bring a new style to the
squad. His'biggest job was training and conditioning new people with little or no cheerleading
experience and retraining those returriing from last year's squad so they fit his style.
Rattermann believes that he will h.ave a very good cheerleading squad this year. His efforts will
be aided by returning members Tim Beno, Tom Burkhardt, Jennifer Cua, Steve Kaitanowski,
John Munr~, Malu Simon, and Lorraine Stephens. Added to this year's roster are Edie DiChio',
Jeff Frazier, Chris Gfroerer, Julie Heile, and Andrea· Tryba. Mike Iannone will be this year's
. Musketeer. Coach Bob Staak has met with each member in order to get the squad motivated to
help the team.
The cheerleaders hope to make it to as many conference games as possible. Rattermann noted ·
that their limited budget does not include funds for traveling to many away games .
. ·.
'
'

WVXU coverage of the games
Program Director of WCKY, Bruce Still,
announced that the six games will be the
following: Jan. IO vs. Dayton, at 8 p.m. at the.
Once again WVXU-FM' will do radio
Coliseum; Jan. 26 vs. Marquette, at 8 p.m. at
broadcasts· of all the Muskie games tnis
the Coliseum; Feb. 7 vs. Butler, at 2 p.m. at
season. Bill Sorrell, sports director of radio
Schmidt Fieldhouse; Feb. 14 vs. Loyola, at 2
station WCKY,. will do the play-by-pllly and
p.m. at the Coliseum; Feb. 22 vs. Dayton, at'
Joe Sunderman will do the color commentary.
2:15.p.m. at the University of Dayton Arena,
Sunderman, an XU graduate and former
basketball player, helped the Muskies beat the . in Dkyton; Feb~ 28 vs. Evansville, at 2 p.m. at
University of Southern California two years
Schmidt Fieldhouse.
ago in one ofXU's biggest victories by scoring
"This is a great step for our program,"
1.9 points and grabbing 15 rebounds.
.Xavier Athletic Director and head coach Bob
Staak said, "because of the strong signal that
WCK Y offers. This exposes our program to a
XU has also announced that WCKY-AM
greater number of people, which will stimulate
will simulcast six Musketeer basketball games
more interest and enthusiasm."
·
this season. The six games consist of five home
·In· making the joint announcement, Still
games.and one at the'University of Dayton.
said, "We're very pleased to add the Xavier
Simulcast means that Sorrell and Sunderman
games to the WCKY sports schedule. Xavier
will cal_) the games 'for both wvxo and
puts a big candle on WCKY's sports cake."
WCKY 11t the same.time.
By TERRY COOPER
'

Trophy from the inside
There wiil be three· different awards involved in this on-going program. First will be
an engraved silver bowl trophy which will be
presented on a traveling basis to the winner of .
each game. In addition to the team trophy, a
Most va1uabfo'Player-awarcfwl11 b~presenteCi.
at each XU-UD game. To memorialiZe the.
MVP's, both school wi'll receive a plaque on
which the MVP of each game will be permanently engravcid.'This plaque will feature a
miniature reproduction of the team trophy ..
The third element in the award program will_
be a cash contribution given at each game b)'.

Franklin Savings to the schoiarship fund of
the schools.
-

-

The details of the aw1;1rd program were announced at a press conference on Thursday,
Nov: 6, by -Thomas Ii. s~lemers,:Pres1dent of
Franklin. Siemers indicated that Franklin
developed the idea to add further interest and
enthusiasm to the great rivalry between two
fine schools. "We want," Siemers stated, "to
see the tradition between the Flyers and the
Musketeers grow into one of the country's top
regional rivah:ies."
·
'

Sports Editor
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soon-to-be ~ictims has made Dur.an
perhaps the mo.st feared boxer in the
ring's history. Roberto just likes to
go out and fight with no fancy stuff
added. He.likes to control the fight.,
And he doesn't like to leave his opponent standing when the final bell
sounds.
There is no way that Sugar Ray
Leonard can take the fight away

-

.. ..

.

- .

This Saturday, Hughes· High.
·School grad, Aaron Pryor will defend his WBA Junior Welterweight
,crown against 'the Canadian
Defendii'ig WBC Welterweight.
Lightweight champ; Gaetan Hart.
Champ Roberto Duran will square
This fight is being billed as a great
off with Sugar Ray Leonard in the
bout, but frankly speaking, if Pryor
rematch of .their summer slugfest as
can't send Hart to the mat inside of
boxing's version of World War II
10 rounds, i
be disappointed.
takes place at the New Orleans
·• Gaetan Hart is an average boxer
Superdo'me next Tuesday, Nov. 25.
who has a 45-18-3 record. He has a
In the June 20 match in Montreal,
··· ·. good punch and he is in pretty good
- - - - - - . . . . . · condition. But Hart's most notable.
· Roberto Duran stripped Leonard of
the WBC title with an unanimous
statistic is that in his last three bouts,
decision....
·
he has. severely injured one fighter
There's no .. question that both ·
, (Ralph Racine), and actually .killed
fighters want to win this upcoming
BUD
another (Cleveland Denny) ...
bout, so fox: those of you who believe
· O'CONNOR..· However, chances are Hart just · ·
that this fight might be rigged, you
happened to be the fighter in the ritig
can forget about it- this one is legit.
·when these injuries occi,u'fed.
· The crowd who witnessed the - ......,_ _ _ _ _ __.;._ __
Aaron Pryor carries an impressive.
·26-0-0 record into.the fight on SaturMontreal fight saw some surprises "
from both fighters, but for the most from Roberto Duran: · His only day. Many followers 'have felt that
part, they were disappointed at what chance is to stay out of firing range for many years, Pryor was "ducked"
they viewed. The first Leonard- of Duran's reach and hope that the by other fighters. But Aaron's
Duran bout was not a great fight by defending champ will make a mis-· ·success in the ring was too good to be
any stretch of the iµiagination, but take. Sugar Ray has a very slight ad- ignored, so he got his chance for the1
this rematch may make up for that· vantage in overall speed, and he · champ_ionship, and he came away
which the first one lacked.
better use it next Tuesday.
with the belt. Now he faces a CanaThe major factor in Sugar Ray's
As far as Duran is concerned, he dian who has done most of his
defeat was a tactical mistake 1n his knows that Sugar Ray 'is a good fighting in his native land. Aaron
·pre-fight strategy. It was the9pinion .fighter who can take a punch. But won't underestimate Hart, but Pryor
o.f Leonard's manager, A.ntelo · Roberto also realizes that if any knows that he should win this oi:le.
Gaetan Hart believes that he will
Dundee, that Leonard could actual- fighter is. hit continuously, that
ly out-punch Duran (that's Ii.Ke mov- fighter will tire. ·Roberto will knock-out Aaron in the 13th round.
ing Lynn Swann to the defensive probably just. chase Sugar Ray But Hart has .yet to face Aaron (you
line). This time ·around, Dundee · around the ring as he did in the first might say that he has no Pryor exwon't underestimate Duran, (that is· fight..
·
perience), and he probably doesn't
if he wants to win).
· As for a prediction, the heart says realize just how good Aaron Pryor
·
TherewillbenochangeinDuran's Leonard, but the mind says Duran. really is.
. Predi~~!~~ - Pryor in 9.
scyl~. His relentless pursuit of his
****** **

Leonard will tire;
.·Duran·wm endure~·

will

'"~

name: LAURA SCHNEIDER
.team: VOLLEYBALL
yr.: sophomore· position: hitter
hometown: Woodlawn, Ky;
ht: 5-10
Laura Schneider is a 1979 graduate of Our Lady of Providence High
·School in Kentucky. She helped her team to the .state finals her senior
year and was selected all-state in Kentucky that year.
, · She came to Xavier last fall and had no trouble adapting to Xavier's
style of play. Her intense hitting power has been a major reason for the
·team's recent success. According to Coach Carolyn Condit, she will be
a primary factor in determining the team's success next year.
Laura likes to play softball and coach.es Catholic Youth Organization (CYO) volleyball and ·softball. This pasf year she coached her
CYO volleyball tea~ to the Cincinnati city championship. She is a·
·math maj~r and, holds a 3.9 gpa.

Rugge~s'

successful season
ends with loss to. Bearcats

llB'OC11000DGDiMMlicliooa1GOOOC10._.0C.~•--·---. --illOOC.-100Daci0-.100C.-ooaoei0000~
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The Xavier University Rugby
Club "A" side closed out its fall
; season last Saturday, losing to the.
.· University of Cincinnati Rugby
. · Club 7--0.

~JT-.''-·•

438i Reading Road (acrossfrom Nat~~p-'S) ,,
Reading Road. at· V~ctory P(lrkway ·
Cinti's finest pancakes, omelettes and waffles
Why not enjoy a relaxing breakfast or dinner with
· us. Just five minutes from all Xavier dormitories. ~ I
I

.
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DELICIOUS SANDWICHES
1.

~·

Try our ~ ·. tb .. Burgers and Fluffy 3 egg omelettes
plus more exciting dishes.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m. Friday· & Saturday
7:00 a.m~- 9:00 -a.m. Sunday - Thursday

By JACK GREENE

TRY OUR
.CARRYOUT
242~3521 ~

.~.
..

·.

}i'

.

JWb.. ·
· piw~r;:rJ·center"
. ""'" llLU!ll W
''.has

FULL TIME JOBS
inside or outside
for men or gals who can_ drop
out winter quarter. Pay starts
at $3.50 per hour; can earn·
$2500 before spring and save
;most of it. Free sleeping
quarters provided ..
, Write to: Box 343,
Northfield, Ohio 44067 and
tell us about yourself.

.

- ··-

All scoring by UC took,place in
the first half. Although the XU
Ruggers had the ball in UC territory
for much of ihe game, they could not
take the ball across the try-line for a
score. How1:ver, ·there was a bright
note to the day as the XU "B" team
nipped the UC "B" team by a score of
15-13.
Player-coach Brian Brimelow
booted three successful penalty kicks
,for Xavier for nine points. UC came
:back with two trys· and 6ne
:successful conversion kick making it
10-9 at the half. UC then widened the
gap by four points with an early ·
penalty kick in the second half. But
with minutes to go in the match, XU
back Tim Maier kicked the ball
down-field and fell on the ball in the
tcy zone outrunning all opposition
for the scor.e. Brimelow added a two
point conversion kick and Xavier
won the'match 15-13.
The XU "A" sicie fmished u·p the
season with a 8-4-frecord, climaxing one of the most successful rugby
seasons in the. club's history .

:--~··-··-··---~"--·•

Genesee Cream. Ale .•. it's something diffe~nt!
Genesee !lrewlng Co .. Rochester, NY

. ..
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WVXU airs. variety of shows
•:···

'

,~/·"

Compiled by Sarah Harms_ .

By CA THY RIESER
Entertainment Reporter

,,'

•

"In 1976 we ran ori 60 watts, we
were mono, we had out-dated equipment, and we were on the air for only
12 hours a day, Monday through
. Friday."
Dr. James King, general manager
for WVXU was describing the humble beginnings ofa now full-fledged,
non-commercial, student-run radio
station.
Now WVXU has a 50 mile broad. cast radius, whereas, in the begin. ning, it was difficult to pick up the
station even on Xavier's eampus.
The station's power has expanded,
from 60 to 6000 watts, the old equip~
ment has been replaced and the station has been completely rewired
with a stereo system. In addition, the
haphazard programming that was
then the norm, no longer exists.
With the aid of the students at the
station, King drew up an orderly and
varied schedule of programs that'
allows the station to be correctly
termed "Cincinnati's only alternative listening choice."
Among the many programs which
vie for attention on the weekly
schedule, jazz has the single largest
'block oflisteners. From 8-11 :55 p.m.
.on Monday through Friday, fans
can tune in and enjoy.
Immediately_ following jazz, is a
new five minute syndicated program
from Texas entitled "Stardate."
Every night, astronomy e.nthusiasts
can listen in to hear what they can
expect to find in the current· night
~ky; ~s well as little tidbits of scientific history.
After jazz, the oldies program is
most popular. If you're tired of the
old top 40 mash, then you'll enjoy
listening to some of your tried but
true favorites. Songs from the '50s to
the early '70s are played noon to 4
p.m. weekdays.
On Saturdays from noon to 7
p.m., fhO).lsand~ of_faithful Cincin'miti listeners tune in to "When Swing
Was King." This show is the longest·
running program at WVXU and
big'band recordings of such
:artists as Glenn Miller, Duke·
Ellington and Harry James. Many of·
the- new - re-cords played on this
program just this fall are making
:their debut in Cincinnati - no other
~rea station has aired them previous-

features

Question: How do you think the in en's basketball team will do this year?

. ,: :~1

NERISSA MORRIS •
.
. .
Junior, Reedville, Va~ · .
"I'm not too familiar with the new players, but .
from what I know abput their·records, l.thmk
they'll be great assets to the team·. I think we
may have a good chance of going far. I just
want to see them beat UC again." .

LU GARCIA
Sophomore, Celina, Ohio.
. "I've heard some good comments about this
year's team. I believe that with some support
from students they'll go far. I hope we beat
UC, if nobody else."
·

ly. The program is clearly a succe~s, not obscure. Being an ·educational
. and has been given exceptional sup- station, we try to put emphasis on
port thro'ugh contributions from ad- the responsibility which we have
taken on - we. do more than any ·
miring listeners.
·
The other major type ·of music ·other station in the area.;' · · · - So far this year, student host
featured on the station is album-·
oriented rock, 'previously· termed Larry Ashcraft has discussed current
progressive rock. Fans of this per- issues from 10-11 a:m."with various
suasion will have a field <lay on Sun- people representing specific views.
days. All day long, disc jockeys trade Issues such as the national elections,
on and off playing it at their different and the .controversy surrounding
shifts. It features hard rock album nuclear power are· heavier subjects.
On the lighter side, he has explored
cuts from vadous a~.tists.
ESP and the oecult. During the
"In 1976 we ran on course of the show; listeners are ento call in their comments
watts, we were couraged
and views on the topic.
mono, ... and we
Another ·new program that. has
cropped . up this year is
were on the air for just
"Soundstage." "WCET-TV aponly 12 hours
proached us to earry 'Soundstage' in
·stereo,"
King said; "As recompense
day."
for our cooperation, they flash on
If you don't care for jazz, aren't. the screen that our station is picking
into oldies or big band recordings,' it up and broadcasting it.in.stereo."
and have had enough of hard rock', The program has featured such per,,WVXU has even more. Perhaps formers as Kenny Loggins, Dionne
you'd enjoy listening to some radio Warwick, and Phoebe Snow.
"WVXU is open to any student,
dramas, or maybe you'd like to hear
some.sports talk. Then again, you full or part-time, no matter what his
might want to actually participate in . or her major is," King explained.
a radio program yourself. WVXU "Due to the constant turnover which .
has provided even this. ·
exists in such a student-run
" 'Live Line' is the city's only organization, we are in desperate
·· · ·
daytime telephone-in· program," . need of people:"
King said with pride. "We are
There are numerous opportunities
providing a public service to the ·to work at the station in an on-/ oroffcommunity at an air. time which is the-air capacity. If you're interested
in writing, engineering, or working
on computers, you can find a job.

STEVE KAITANOWSKI
.Junior, Buffalo, New York
"I am a firm believer in the saying,'seeing is
.believing.' The team obviously ha·s the talent
from the recruitment of the past two seasons.
However, the real question is, 'Can the talent
jell?' This will mak_e the season very interesting. As for their chances in post season
-competition, they are definitely in contention,
as is every team before the season begins~ Go
Muskies.''

60

a

.•

TOM HORNINGER
Junior, Toledo, Ohio
"Mr. Staak ·has done a fine job in recruiting
this year. If the'new members adjust tO' the
offense and Tom Condon can control the mid- '
die, I expect the Muskies to go quite far this
year. The conference race should be ex. cellent."

1 ..

Xavier. hypnotized
From page 1

The most incredible part of
Mapes' performance was the very
end of the show when he took four
members of the audience, Andy :
Riffe, Marie Kopson, Douglas

HOST WANTED
If your -reliable
congenial and able
to -w.9:i;k nights
and.. weekends call

Sc!Jumer and Amy, back in time.
Mapes claimed they were actually
the ages he told them· to be, first'l9,
then 15, 10, and five. Mapes' claims
were reinforced by the demonstration of the four students. Not only
did their. voices and inflections
change, but even their handwriting.
. When she was five, Amy could not
yet spell her name "because it :was
too hard," she recalled, and. sure
enough as the four wrote their names
on a blackboard when they were supposedly five, Amy spelled ''.A111y K."
in child-like script.
·she remembers parts of the regression exercise, but she does not
remember regressing. "I can recall
the feelings, which were all happy
ones, but I don't remember actually
regressing. I just felt comfortable,
and then I'd feel whatever I was," she
'said.
Lucky tor Amy, she now·
remembers both how t<;> spell her last
name and' add three and three. What
is it? "Six," she said.

'::·

'"

'···1

.. ··

Looking·
For a .Good Job
in.. Labor/Management' Relations???

The MASTER OF ARTS IN LABOR RELATIONS grad.uate program
combines the study of several social science and business disciplines
w_ith specific courses of study in labor law, collective bargaining, dispute
settlement and other labor/management relations topics. A special focus
of this program is publiq sector labor relations with a high priority on
public ~ervice and !ts relationship with government agencies.
IUP is seeking qualified students from a variety of academic disciplin·es
who are motivated to contribute to this rapidly growing field and
interested in professional career opportunities in labor/management
·relations.
•Graduate assistantships are available; deadline for application is Mar~h
15.
.
.
•Internships are available in government and b.usiness
•Research opportu_nities in t_he Center for the Study of Labor Rei'ations
•No out-of-:state tuition differential
•Small classes wUh high level offacuity contact
•Excellent placement opportunities · .:" · ·

·TYPING SERVICE
Self-Correcting
Typewriter

For further information; complete the form below and send to: The
Graduat~ School, Stri_ght Hall, lndiar:ia Unive(sity of Pennsylvania,

Spanish-English
Translation
671.;0298
Mrs. Cruz·.

'.

.
.. ·,'

... ·-

~5705:

Indiana, Pa.
.

'

579~~7~7(9-5 p.m;)
.

=(JJIJ
_Lr'~_ ·_

.

of transcendental meditation (TM)
which she had learned w.h!!n she was
in seventh grade. For a year and a
half, Amy and her family studied
TM, and s,he thinks that helped her
relax when she went to see the hypnotist.
For the skeptics, Amy's experience was incredible. If they
weren't influenced by her "loss of
memory," they had to be co"1vinced
by her regression.
"Count your fingers," Mapes instruct\!d Amy.
"One, two, three, four, five, seven,
eight, nine, ten." She did. not say
"six." Not because of any kind of
'mistake, but because Mapes told her
she could not remember it. Nor
could she al)swer when Mapes asked
her to add three and three.
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"Bl.lried Child" is powerful
By ANN WASSERBAUER
·

· A11oclat'e Editor

"Buried Child" is a tragicomedy
- it makes you laugh, but leaves you
speechless.
·
. .
·
This Pulitzer prize-winning play
by Sam Shepard marks the re~
opening of Cincinnati Playhouse's 1110 i i i i
. Thompson . Shelterhouse .. It is a
powe_rful way to cut the ribbon.

ii_. lilii I iO Ii I i i "i·

Entertainment

·

Review

~'Buried Child" is the story of the \,I 0 n DRAA A~ AA RA~~ 1·u_p it-~
deterioration of a rural American.
One by one, we meet the.members
·family haunted by their secrets ofin- of the family. The sofa-ridden grandcest and infanticide. However, the father is Dodge (John Wylie), a man
unique thrust of Shepard's writing whose family and farm have decayed
lies ·not -fu- the -Plotoufui· tile with· his ·body~ Tilden. (Michael
characterizations hi;: creates,' blend- Ryan) is his quarterback-sized son
ing familiar rural stereotypes with whose mental eapabilities are stunted
·macabre humor.
__ -·
by the tragedythataffectseachfami'
ly member. Halie (Eileen
The play opens 'on an ill-looking, Letchworth) is Dodge's wife· and
gaunt, white-haired man .sitting · Bradley (Jay Patterson) is their emrigidly on a sagging couch under a bittered second son.
'patchwork cover trying to ignore his
wife's babbling from upstairs. His
With each new characte.c the
broad-shouldered, forty~ish son mysterious mixture of comedy ·~nd'
soon' enters and begfos h'usklng com tragedy make it evident that this is
on a milk stool beside him. In the in- no ordinary Illinois clan.
Sam Shepard is a poet not only of
.timacy of the Shelterho~se, where
many seats are less than 15 feet from words but with all components of
"'

.

..

' Sandy Underw!'od Photo

John Wylie (foreground) as Dodge and Mitchell M. Ryan as Tiiden In a scene
from'the 1979 Pulitzer Prize winning "Burled Child'~ by Sam Shepard.
·
.

I

·Guitar ·series features Chapdelaine
Michael Chapdelaine will appear
in Bellannine Chapel as part of the
. Xavier Guitar Series on Sunday,
. Nov. 23, at 2:30 p.m.
Chapdelaine, a winner in thet978
Augusta ·Symphony Competition
for Strings, will perfonn· works by

such composers as Sor, J.S. Bach,
Albeniz, Tansman and Villa-Lobos
during the course cif his recital.
.

..

Tickets. are priced.;at..:$3, ~:with
Xavier students admitted free with
ID card. For further infonnation,
· ·
call 745-3201.

theater. Director Michael H~nkins
steps back enough to let them speak.
The staging of the production is
well-:engineered to accommodate the·
'three-sided stage, allowmg ii early all
of' the players' action to be seen 'in·
I
full.
.
The limited cast is of exceptional'
quality. Together. with Hankins,
they skillfully 'walk the ~e between
farce and melodrama, never succumbing
totally
to either.
'
.
.

the stage, the com seems close
enough to touch. The lack of.
physical distanee implies that the
meaning of the play is equally simple
-and tangible.· However, the surrealistic nature of "Buried Child" is .
soon revealed throug!t its characters.

·~-.

John Wylie's. shaky movements
md blank stares lend credibility to
his death-like illness. His biting, acid
:comments are well-timed and
:humorous. Tilden (Michael Ryan) is'.
also sensitively portrayed and is'
:reminiscent of novelist ·John
ISteinbeck's character, Lenny, in "Of
IMice and Men."
"Buried Child" will be showing at,
the Cincinnati Playhouse through
.Nov. 23. Student rush tickets at ,$5 a
piece are available to students 15
'minutes before a show. Two tickets
,are available per ID. For more infor1mation, call the Playhouse box of·'
. _fice at 421-3888

Theatre Workshop has "varied- styles"
.

.

.

'

;

consists of three one-act plays and a
Scully, as handsome prince Simon,
Entertainment Reporter
surprise impromptu finale which in- fills ,this !'Ole _!l_i~_ely ~--~e _ajl_f~ity
The director is taking a rest. The .eludes cast members from all three tales, ''The Ugly Duckling" conset and costume designers are under- .one-acts. The workshop
run the' cludes with a lesson being learned
taking other.activiti~s. The students'· weekend of Dec, 4, 5 imd 6, and is ex-; ·and everyone living happjly ever - ·
are coining out in full force.
pected tci be one of the most odginal after.
and enjoyable workshops ever.
It is time for '.Theatre Workshop 'hibOlliiiUDbOibil_iilil,iJ
In the third ·play,. Charlotte
again - that series of one-act plays
·
· . Strayhorne takes a unique approach
that involves stµdents in the .acting,
_with Pir!mdello's "The Imbecile.".
directing and: designing (both set and ·,·
Previ
She switches the cast roles from
costume). In one production, the
'
ew
predominately male to predominate0
A RU.,U• P upu UR nu111 ~ly female in a play which begins asa
wrfti~g was-done by'a student;
'
Bill Modic will direct an original ,political struggle between three parThis )'ear'.s Theatre Workshop :play entitled "But Seriously Folks." ties and ends as a personal, physical
'It involves the life of vaudevillian ac- struggle between two people (Ann
:tor. Joey Shaw (played by Gil MooreandGinaErnst).TheintensiiGigliotti) and takes you through · lty of the struggles pitting society
segments ot · his life, both on ana !against society and woman against
'Woman build throughout the play.
offstage, from 1925"80. ·
As one actor put it, "It is an exercise
"Tom Castele ongmated · the. 'in intenseness."
·
character of Joey Shaw about two
The uniqueness of Strayhorne's
· · ,years ago," said Modic who, after approach is. in the games that she
!collaborating with Castele on the plays with her actors. A veteran acidea, wrote the script this summer.
t or under many .directors,
S trayhome has learned several·
A.A. Milne's "The Ugly Duck- different techniques for getting her
ling'.' will be directed by Jim Barton. .actors into character.
This "fairy tale for adults" combines
the ·fairy tale theme with sarcastic
. Theatre Workshop should .be a
humor. Terri Frietsch is the very interesting. and enjoyable
beautiful princess Camilla who is production because the three plays
believed to be ugly by everyone have such varied styles and executions. Come early, because
~round because of a curse. She can
only break the curse if she falls in Theatre Workshop performances
love with a handsome prince. Steve have been known to sell·out.
By MARY ROESENER

will

Entertainment

EMER&EICY DENTAL SERVICE
WEEKDAYS 9-l

· r. Tho~ps0n o0s
203 &1lbr1ith It I·11

NO WAITING

FE~_•20

• TOOTHACHE .
• ABCESSGUM
• BROllEll TIIOTII

• BROKEN DENTURE
• BROltEN BRIDGE

• BROllEN CAP .
• BROllEN FIWNG

. • LOOS£CAP •
• LOOSE BRIDGE
• LOOSEAWNG

821·2228
'·

NO APPOINTMENTS
• LOOSE TOOTH

•GUM PAIN

;, DEllTURE PAIN .

• TIIOTII lllJUllY
• LOOSE TEMPORARY
• £Tt.
'
REFERRAL SERVICE FOR ADDITION~L CAR.E

;I
I

PART-TIME

H~LP

We are seeking mature individuals for a parHime position as a
customer agent in our Communications Center. If you have
previous work experience and some typing skills, we may have
a position for you. Daytime, evenings and weekend hours
available .. Please apply in person between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00
.p.m.

8250 Winton Rd.
Level 300
'1'

Xavier News

Page 12

LaRocca may ·shave. beard
From page 2
beard·, of course.
Schmidt is collecting the money to
help an orphanage run by a nun
nameq Sister Veronique in
downtown Port-au-Prince, Haiti.1He
met Sister two years ago as he
travelled through Haiti while returning from Bogota, Colombia. "I was
inspired by the work she is doing.

Quality Bond Copies
ONLY~

Other services available:
• Thesis copying
• Binding
• Photos for:
.·Applications, Passports,
Resume~
'
.
s Film processing

She is to. Haiti what Mother Teresa Is
to India."
Schmidt took four students. with .
him over Christmas'break last year··
to work on tht; orphanage. This year
he has chosen eight students to do
more work. "It is worthwhile for the ·
students because of their contact
with another culture; it shocks them
out of their middle class milieu."

221-5981

. 8-8 ~any

Sat. 10-6

617-C Vine St.
241-3366
8-6 daily

.

----t

Use this sheet or a 3x5 card to ~ubmit your ad. Tur,n it in to. the:
Information Desk at .the University Center by 3 p,m. Fri(iays.

D For Sale D Wanted D Personal ·
D Other - - - - - - - - - - -

Ach, du lieber, ·Augustin,.Augustin

_ :Bedtime is 12 o'clock this week for ~II you heads
'
:

Your Name_.__________.:...,_~__;_ __

If anyone finds Javier's missile please call X3484.
_
.Ho'." about Forest View encore?
: 'what's your idea of the ideal Xavier girl?
What's your idea of tbe idea.I Xavier guy?

;

Your ad (in 25 words qr less)

Dori, "How beautiful a day can be when kindness'
·
touches it." W.A.M.L.P.

J.R.; you're such a fun date ..
D.R; What a man.·
Chief Cur says hello from

Cl~veland.

· ' T.C ....... where's the meaning?.

·Here's· a rate
you'll be thankfulfor.

$. '1"'·I

95

!ER DAY NO
MILEAGF; CHARGE

Sat. 10-6

Available from noon November 26
to anytime_December L 3-day · .
minimum. You pay for gas and return
car to renting location. Rate applies
to car shown or similar-size
car' is non-discountable and .
subject to.change without
notice. Specific cars subject
to availability. We.offer
.S&H Green Stamp certificates
on rentals in all 50
U.S. states.
· We feature GM c:irs lii!:e this Chevrolet Citation.

· Let's split
and have a

Coke!

>

-- .

.·page·~
back ·pag·e classifieds· ·-back
PERSONALS

Convenience-Service
KINKO'S COPIES
243· Calhoun·
. (NEXT TO ARBY'S)

Wednesday, November 19, 1980

l1Nf..,.~®

.

.

· National Car Rental ·
'

'

'

-

.

'

628 Walnut St. {Cincinnati)••••••••••••••••••• , • 513-621-0202
~ott Inn (Sharonville) •••••••••••••••••••••• 513-772-1022
Greater Cincinnati Ahport. •...• ; ••..••••.•...•• 6o6-283-3655

CALHOUN STREET
'

NITE CLUB
Larrge Dance Floor
Live Rock & Roll

Enjoy·

@Pi{~
Tr.1de mflrk@

. WHENnqm.E'S·~o GREATERLOVE~S
. NO GREA..r.a GDT -THAN A. DIAMOND
Love re the greatest. And when you've got it,
. flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond plri, ring, ·
pendant or earring• from our brilliant selection.·.
A diamond traditionally expresses laiting love:
And isn't love one tradition we'd like to
keep alive and thriving? "bug t o buy
- ,,

•
DISCOUNT
TO ALL

XAVIER
STUO!NTS

Ze ..,.

. -df
--~·
anc!M8tl,Oblo

....:,21-0704

on1y $89

Sat.

MODULATORS

FREE
ADMISSION
With College ID on Tuesday&' Wednesday

STUOelT

CHM OE

ACCOUNTS

Fun. Inc.
The Nobody's
Wheels

You Must Be 1BTID's, Required
· .335 Calhoun Street, across fron UC

A-Cluster

INVlTEO

Tues.
Wed.
T·hurs.

CJ

. I

